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T H E TO \\' EltS Page One 
University of Western Ontario 
LONDON , CANADA 
A regional institution devoted to higher general. technical and profes-
sional education. Co-educational and undenominational. Its doors are open 
to students from all parts of Canada, but it seeks to serve as its first responsi-
bility the needs of young people of the fourteen counties of Southwestern 
Ontario. 
More than two thousand students are now enrolled in the constituent 
faculties and the number will increase as the facilities for instruction are 
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Page Four 
W. D. LOWE t 
THE TOWERS 
IN MEMORIAM· 
IN HONOR OF OUR FORMER PRINCIPAL 
IN VLEWJ;'JG THE PLAQUE 
OF \V. D. LOWE 
As I first gaze d in sile nt pause , 
Behold, to my surprise , 
The plaque spoke out in loud applause • · 
A great ma n never dies. 
Thia gentleman a full life chose, 
So humble, true and kind; 
As scent adds beauty to the, rose 
So v:irtue to the mind. 
A scholar keen, of highest rank, 
His praise of Homer voiced, 
With great delight of Horace drank, 
ln S c ott and Keats rejo iced. 
This man inspired ua all to find 
A jo y in noble deed s ; 
A zeal in service for the Blind, 
And all our fellows' needs. 
A no bler Kingdom now endears 
This godly c itizen; 
But his bright spirit re appears 
In hearts and livea of men. 
-C. .\. T4A 
SH.\I,ESPE.\RE once wrote, :·AJl the world's a stage. a nd 
all the men and ,,·omen merely players ... " Most of us l\a,·c only 
minor parts to play. but on rare occasions there arrives on the stage 
of life a player \\'ho is destined to play a major role through setting 
a standard of action for the rest of us to stri\'e towards. Such a man 
\\'as \Villiam Duff Lo,,·e. 
Record has it that l\lr. Lo,\'e arri \'e<l on the stage of life in the 
year 1882 at Cobden in Renfrew Cout.ty. Obtaining his Master of 
Arts degree at Queen's University in 1902. Mr. Lowe came to \Nind-
rnr six years later and began teaching in the Patterson Colle~s·iate 
Institute ,,·here he was appointed principal in 1919. 
The year 1923 saw the formal opening of the \Vindsor-
\Valken·ilk \ ' ocational School and the appointment of l\lr. Luwt 
as its principal, in ,,·hich capacity he ~ened unti l his sudden death 
in June. 19--l-S. 
During these all-too-short years. the students and staff real ized 
that here was a man ,,·ho lived and breat hed nobleness. Never too 
busy to listen to student problems and a l\\'ays cager to guide and 
assist puzzled or erring students. M r. Lo\\'e made it his business to 
kno,,· each and e,·ery pupil. His humour. humanity. and knm\'lcdg·c 
of both books and people influenced all ot us ,,·ho knew him. 
The standard set by ~fr. Lowe is something for e\'ery student 
to \\·ork to\\'ards in playing his part on life's stage. Naming the 
school after him is a fitting tribute to that standard. 
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THE TOWERS 
THE W. D. LOWE VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
l)ebicatton 
We. the members of The 'l'owers' Staff, 
dedicate this 19-t.6--t-7 publication of 
our year book to our past principal, 
the late \Villiam DuH Lowe, M./\. 
F 1 H. S 'l' P U IJ L l C A T l O N 
SL .. CE 1 929 
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S. R. ROSS 
AN I DEA is the fore -runner of act ion. 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' w 
' ' ' ' ' ' ~
Industry is ever seeking in-
dividuals who generate good ideas. Returns are nmch greater tu 
those \\'ho not only ha\·e good ideas hut follow through and give 
expression to the 111. 
\Ve learn by doing and \\'C become expert by repetition an<l 
well-planned effort. Expert ability pleases and satisfies. \Ve like 
to have letters wcll-\\'rittcn. motor cars scientifically tuned and tools 
efficiently designed. 
In the \V. D. Lo\\"C \ 'ocational School. there arc, in addition lo 
the regular class-room ancl shop opportunities. nu111croll!s acti\'ities 
certain to meet the desires and aptitudes of any student. 
Producing a Y car Book is one such acti\·ity. ln this effort. 
\\Tiling. proof-reading. selling-, colkGting-. compiling combine lo 
produce the finished article. This issue is especially \\'Clcomc after 
so lung a lapse since the last publication in 1929. 
Our 1947 Year Uook. "'l'hc 'fo\\'ers". is the result o( g-oocl 
ideas skilfully executed. 
S. R. ROSS, Principal 
Page Eight T 11 E T O \\" E R S 
Greetings ... 
by :\IISS :\l.\l{Y O'DO!\OCIIUE 
DE\;-,; OF GIRLS 
The life of a big modern school such as ours is rather 
complicated. Sometimes w e wonder how such an institu• 
tion, as large as a fair-sized village and with activities varied 
enough to interest its fifteen hundred students can run 
smoothly and effectively. Then we discover that the two 
KEYS to its success are ENTERPRISE and CO-OPERA-
TION. Further, we discover that these KEYS can be used 
and are used by the most inconspicuous student as well as 
by the principal and staff. 
Fortunately, the students are both enterprising and 
co-operative. The production of this splendid Year Book 
is an example of both. Warm congratulations are due to 
its editors and staff. 
Not wishing to detract one iota from the splendid 
record of the boys of our school, yet as Dean of Girls I am 
more closely auociated with the other half of our student 
body. I may say that in my twenty-five years of aaaociation 
with the girls' activit•ea it has beer\ a happiness to see how 
always they have given their best to their school work, to 
athletics, to school entertainments, to the Junior Red Cross, 
to every form of extra-curricular a ctivity. Their present 
body, numbering 550, is carrying on in the old spirit and 
their slogans clearly are: 
"LET US DO SOMETHING" - "LET US HELP". 
MARY O'DONOGHUE 
~bitortal ) 
W E. the l•:ditorial Staff of this Year I h)Ok. take great plea:;urc 
in presenting to you the [irst edit ion of "'l'he To\\'ers" s ince 1929. 
\Ve hope that it \\'ill bring to you many hours of enjoyment both 
no\\' and in the future. 
In later years. \\'hen parted from your school chums. you "·ill 
ha,·e this book to remind ym: of the ,,·011<lerful clays spent at dear 
old L(>\\·e \ ·ocational. The older the book becomes, the more 
you will cherish it. .\ s you turn the pages c,.rntaining pictures of 
friends and the articles they \HOte. you \\'ill btgin to recall to mind 
incidents both amusing and sad. You \\'ill probably ne,·er torgct 
those friendships. and this magazine is an excellent means of rcfresh-
111g those memories \Yhich seem to grO\\' fainter year by year. 
\\' ith this aim in mind. "The ' l'<m ers" Staff ha,·c g-i,-en much 
time and effort to make this magazine so1 11cthing \\'Orth-\\'hile and 
we sincerely hope ,,·c ha,·e succeeded. 
'J'J I I•: ,EDIT< )I{ 
I 
C 
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THE TOWERS STAFF 
Back Row- B. SASSO. 8. 8L1RT, R. GRANT. H . BURf. J. 80LYE, H . KADMAN, J. \t'OLFE, ANN SAFfRAN, 
C. JEWELL, N. DARIO, MR. F. MORRO\'(' . 
M iddle Row A. LEAD! EY. M. POTOSKY, \\ . LAZUR.\K, D. O'RRIEN, M. SCH RAM, M. BRIANT, M. PI.AWUCKI, 
S. \l:'ENDECK, J. S\\ITH. 1'I ,',lcl)ONAI.I), JOE BARR, H MADY, B. \I: EIDINGER, J. !'RASER, 
H . LAWTON, \I:' . YARISH, M. \X ESTLAKE. 
Front Row A. JEMISON, MARY TINDORF. M. STE.~AN. MR. C. \X'AI.LEN, MISS O. FRlll'Z, MR. E. NELSON, 
N. McCARTHY, P. BIREAU, 0. LITTLE\'('000. 
MARION POTOS KY 
JAMES SMITH 
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F. MORROW E. l. NE LSON 
General Supcn i,or \,~btant Supcni,on, 
C. WALLEN 
\d,·ert i,ing Supervisor 
THE STAFF PICTURE 
Back Ro\\'-· I', MORRO\X', J. MURRAY. \X'. AUGUSTINE, E. BATES. \X' . HAR~\ON, C. SMITH, F. BARNES, C. MURRAY, C. COLE. E. SIRRS, C. \X'ALL':N, C. FISHER, A. SEGGIE. 
N. BUIE, 0. LA\X'SON, L. STARR, E. KNAPP, L. McGEE. 
Second Ro\\'- B. NE\X'.\\AN, P. McMANUS, C. ADSETT, A. NEELY, C. KNIGHT, E. NELSON. P. BENNETT, A. SPARLING, \X' . ANDERSON, H. CO\X'CILL, A. SEGUIN, A. FRASER. 
A. MALKIN, E. SH IER, H. FARR. W'. JENNIINGS. T. NEILSON, A. HARRISON, E. W'ALTON, N. MORRISON, D. SEGGlE. J. BAIRO. 
First Row- M. CONNERTY, E. LEBOEUF, 0. FRITZ, C. CA,\\PEAU. M. BELTON. A. TAYLOR, J. BEASLEY, M. O'DONOCHUE, C. H. J\IONTRO~E. ~- R. RO~S. C. F. DEAN. 
A. Mc.\lANUS. H. COUGHLIN, Y. GIGNAC, C. GREEN, H. CARLEY, A. DONALDSON, (A.bse11t-, H. LAYMAN.) 
~ -
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By BUD \\'ESTLAKE 
l'Rl•:SllJL•:1\T OF VOC \TLONAL UNITED 
I am very glad that it has been de-
cided again to produce a Year Book for 
our school, and it is particularly gratify-
ing to me personally, that it come• durinr 
my term of office as President of the Vo-
cational United. 
This Year Book is bound to be 
treasure::!, eapecially by the graduating 
clau. A glance through ih pagea will al-
ways recall many pleasant memories of 
our school and claumatea. 
Batk Row- MEL BRIANT, BUO WESTLAKE, JI M SMITH, 
l hope that the Year Book will be an 
annual event. Nothing will do more to 
bolster our school spirit. 
E. NELSON. Congratulations - and thanks to the 
Y car Book Committee. I ront Ro" 0. FRITZ, JOYCE HAR~ OOD, C. COLE, 
RITA CARE. 
A Message 
Hy L~. N l•: LSO:\ 
A, retiring aponsor of Vo-:ational United, l wiah to expreu to the students how 
rnuch I have enjoyed working with them these past two years. I have had excellent 
executives and f eel that we have accomplished a great deal together. I wish our aponaor-
elect, Miss Fritz, much success next year. 
It has been very gratifying to me to see a Year Book developing in this acbool once 
more. It is difficult to sin gle out individuals for apec:ial merit; 10 I will merely ,ay 
thanks to all teachers and stu:!enb who took any part in the production of "THE 
TOWERS". The Year Book is the culmination of many efforts. 
I do wish to mention one group without whom the Year Book would have been 
impouiblc - the advertisen. I ask all who read tbia book to patronize our advertisers. 
They 'have helped us; we must help them. 
Acl<11ow ledgmen ts 
THE TOWERS' STAFF WISHES TO THANK ALL THOSE WHO 
CONTRIBUTED TO THE SUCCESS OF THIS YEAR BOOK ..• 
To MR. NELSON and MR. WALLEN we offer special thanks for their valuable 
aid in every department. Without them the revival of the school magazine would not 
have been possible. MR. MORROW and MISS FRITZ also spent many houn gather-
i ng and collectin;r material and supervising the sale of th .. book. Last, but certainly not 
leaat, we thank MISS CONNERTY, MR. ADSETT, DR. MORRISON, MISS COUCH-
l.lN, MISS DONALDSON, and all those who sent in material to make up our Year 
Book. It is a pleasure to know that there is such an interest in a school magazine 
among the students and teachers of the achool, 





CADETS • • -
Back Row- JIM LUCCHINO, 0. PRICE, L. McREAOY. J. HRYHORCHUCK, M. SANTAROSSA, R. KOSOKOWSKY, 
F. VEITCH, J. DONALDSON, A. BARTCLOTIO, J. JARVIS, S. KOSTY. 
Middle Row- MR. NELSON, N. KADLUBISKY, M. BRIAl'\T, H. HENSEL, D. HALL, W. JANl.6SE, L. OLIVER, 
E. OSTAPOVITCH, H . WAGNER, S. PRESSNAIL, 8. WEIOINGER, F. RICH,\\AN, 8. \X'ESTLAKE, 
A. PINTER. D. BRCOKS, J. AMBRISKO, MR. SEGUIN, R. LAWTON. 
Front Row- A. PROBERT, J. SMITH, D. O'BRIEN, R. GRAN,:, B. DUNKLEY, \XI , YARISH. 
Cadet Assembly - - -
By D.\VID O'BRTE'.\ 
OCTOllEl{, 19-16 
J 
This was the second year in succession that our corps was succe,sful in winning 
the General Proficiency Trophy in the 1l. D. Xo. l. 
Cadet :\l ajor Dav:d O'Brien recei,·ed the trophy on behalf of the cadet corps, whose 
members ,,·ere all present. 
T he presentation was made dur:ng :i ceremony in oul' auditorium in the morning at 
9 :00 o 'clock, in the presence of all the school cadets. Lt.-Co!. \\' . Ste\\'ard, ex-commanding 
officer of the 22nd Reconnaisa1'.ce Regiment made the presentation with these stirring 
woql;,: ";,lay you guard it well and fight hard to keep it' '. 
::..1 r. S. H. Ross. principal of the school. d irected the proceedings and welcomed the 
guests in his introductory remarks. 
::..tajor \\'. Harman. chief instructor. introduced I ,t.-Col. D. C. o· Brien. 11.B.E., E.D .. 
wh0 has succeeded Lt.-Col. \\'. Steward as commanding officer of the 22nd Recces. 
Lt. P. L. 1lc1lanus of the school statf. a,ked for one minute silence in res-pect to 
the 185 ex-students who gave their lives in \\'orld \\' ar 11. 
Cadet :.lajo~ Raymond R. Grant. our cadet corps adjutant. then spoke to the as-
sembly welcoming the ne\\' members to the corps. than king the officers and members 
of the Recces for the ill\·aluable assistance gi,·en to the corps throughout the year, and 
also encouraging the cadets to \\'in again and continue \\'inning the Proficiency Trophy. 
Captain \\'. H. Jennings presented awards for proficiency in :;hooting to members 
of the school's rifle team, and Civilian Instructor R. Xewman made presentatio ns in 
first aid. 
Superintendent of Schools. L. \\"heelton also was 011 hand and addressed the assem-
bly 011 the value of cadet training for good c:tizcnship. 
T H E T O \\" E I{ S Page Thirteen 
Visit of 
General Crerar 
lly I) \Vil) O'BRIE~ 
J \~L \ RY 9. 191<, 
~I r. L. \\'hcclton, Superiutcnclcnt of 
School,. conducted the proceedings of thi, gala 
occasion which occurred thi:-. morning in the 
auditorium of our :-.chool. 
Gcnt:ral Crcrar arrived in one of the army 
~taff car, which drC\\ up in front of the school 
at 11 :00 a.m. The General alighted. and with 
hi,, part) approad1ld the i.chool amid,t throng, 
of students who \\ ere unable lo obtain ,cats in 
the a ud · torium. 
~I r. B. Xe\, man. one of th,· teacher, of our 
:,,chool. took pictures oi the General and his 
pa-ty as they arrived. 
~I embers of tile Board of !.-:ducat ion, chief 
in,tructors of the cadet corp,. and other mcm-
hers of the school staff were 1>resented to the 
General in the lohby of th,· school. 
\\' hen the General entered the auditorium. 
all of the cadets ,,ere turned about to face him. 
G<:ueral Crerar saluted and then inspcrted a 
guard of honour commanded b~ Cadet ~I ajor 
R. Boyle. The guard presented arms. 
,\t·rompanied by ~[ajor \\·. Harmon. and 
~lr. S. R. Ross. \\'. D. Lowe':-. principal. General 
Crerar and hi, party approached the front oi 
the auditorium. \, he ascended the platform. 
the General noticed that all of the cadets had 
about turned to f~1re him. .\fter the General 
was seated, the cadets abo ,at down. 
~I r. L. \\"heclton then expres:,ed the ap-
prcriation of the :,,choob on being allowed the 
oi,portunity of seeing and hearing such a dis-
tingu'shcd ,·isitor. 
Dr. Taylor. chairman of the Board of Edu-
cation. introduced and ga\'e a bri<:i biography of 
the General. 
General Crera r then addressed the assembly 
and re111inded u, of the importance of the 
peace-time dutie, that lie ahead. 
Following the General', speech the com-
manding off'ccrs of the incl:,·idual cadet rorps 
oi the city w"r<' presented to him. Cadet ~la-
jor Da,·id O'Bri<.•n represented the Corps. 
.\, the General and hi:. party left the ,ta~e. 
trc cadets ga\'e three rousing cheers and were 
dismissed. 
Outside th<.: ,chool Janet Corhin and Doro-
thy TO\\n~end ran through the drizzling rain 
leading cheer~ from the thrnug, of girl,. The 
General turned ll) ,alute them and departed. 
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Back Row- AL. H ARRIS, NEIL McFADDEN, NELLO DARIO 
JO H N MENDLER, KEN ARNOLD. J ULIAN MANKO. 
Front Row- JOE BALGA, O RIO ALESS IO, BOB KINGSLEY, 
EUGENE KRENTZ. 
The W. D. l~owe 
Vocational School 
First Aid T ean1 .. 
By JOH>l' \VO I. FE 
The First .\:d Team is a carefully 
trained group of students, able to take 
care of any emergency requi r ing physical 
attention. This group meets every Tues-
day after school until -I :00 p.m. 
Formerly instructed by Mrs. Com-
peau. the team is 110\\' directed by Mr. 
B. ;\'ewman. 
The follo\\'ing boys are membe rs :-
Orio .\lcss:o, John Wolfe, Jim Dcfroy. 
:\'cil ~[cFadden. fliello Dario. John Furgal, 
James Reynolds. Mel Briant. Joe Bolga. 
Don Adams. Leo Le;.perance. Eugene 
Krentz. Julian Manko, Jack Mendler, .\r t 
s;nart, John Mendler. 
CADET RIFLE COMPETITION 
Our school rifle team, managed and instructed by Capt. J cnnings. has entered many 
competitions throughout the Dominion for the year 19-1-5--16. Some of these being :-
The Dominion of Canada Rifle Association Match in which it placed eighth out 
of 800 teams. 
The Royal Military College Match in which it gained twelfth place out of Z70 
teams. 
The Province of Ontario Challenge Shield in which it placed third out of 150 
teams. 
In Cadet Annual Classification Rifle Shooting the results are 113 Snipers and 119 
Experts. 
Last year, Allan Fraser won the Strathcona Medal for being the best shot in our 
school. 
Louis Chakmak won the Special Badge for the best total score in the Dominion of 
Canada Rifle Association Match. 
The 1946-47 match results have not yet been announced except the Ontario Rifle 
Association Match in which our school stood ninth out of 75 teams. 
OFFICER'S CLASS 
This year. our officers class got away to a g·ood start with an enrolment of about 
seventy-five. Boys going out for the officer·s class spend one ,hour a \\'Cek, every T uesday, 
drilling and being drilled. Every year the Cadet Officers ha,·e to pass an examination. 
Major Young and some of his staff come to the school and question the officers. Some 
of the things an officer must know is the instruction and handling of \\'Capons. army ranks 
and their equivalents in the other services. drill. the instruction of recruits, rifle dr ill and 
general information about Canada's army. Every year, \\'hen Major Young has come to 
the school he has given the officers· class g·reat praise for the work they have accomp-
lished. This \\'Ould not be possible. if it \\'ere not for the ill\·aluable assistance of "Mr. 
Seguin and Mr. :-ielson. Looking to the future, l think we will ha\'e as good a class of 
officers as we have ever had. 
' BREN GUN 
Every year, l\,·o of the Sergeant-~l ajors of the 22nd Reconnaisance Regiment come 
lo our school and instruct classes in Bren Gun. The boys learn to strip the gun. name 
its parts. assemlble and clean it. take care of any stoppages, and fire it. learn the system 
under which the gun operate~ and. in general. c,·erything about it. Each year. they have 
to pass an examination and the marks they obtain stand as their cadet mar ks. 
sf 
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~ommencement 
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CLASS 
The Commencement for the class of 1945-
45 was 'h eld Friday evening, November 15, 1945, 
l\t ei5bt o'clock. A large crow:I of relatives and 
friends were present to see the senior pupils of 
1946 graduate. 
The pro;;rair.me started with the Graduates 
marchin:: slowly c!own both aisles of the au:li-
torium; the boys on the ,outh side, and the girls 
on the no:-th sid e. Mr. Bennett played the ac-
companiment. The Graduates filed in to their 
seats an:1 then the entire assembly sang, "O 
Canada". 
Mr. Johnson, Principal of Chatham Voca-
tional School and a former teacher of our 
school, was chairman for the even:n5. A speech 
of welcome was extended to the Graduates by 
our principal, Mr. S. R. Ross, followed by an 
address by Mr. E. W. Morris, chairman of the 
Board of Educatien for 1945. Adrienne Brown, 
soprano star of the 1946 Craduat:ng Clau sang 
two fine selections. 
The main addreas was given by Mr. L. S. 
Beattie, Director of Vocational Education in 
the Province of Ontario. Mr. Beattie tol:I the 
Graduates that they had a ~hieved somethinJ 
worth while when they had successfully com-
pleted a cou rse such as our school afforded, H e 
OF 1945-46 
tald them to go on 1n life and use their edu-
cation to do good work and make a good name 
for W. D. Lowe Vocational. 
The diplomas and awards were presented 
to the boys by Mr. C. H. Montrose, Director of 
the Technical Department. The girls received 
their diplomas from Mr. ~. F. Dean, Director 
of the Commercial Department. 
Oswald Lewis of the 1939 Craduatin; Class 
then sang two vocals which received enthusias• 
tic applause. 
Leo Dorbeck and Gerald Lavender were 
i:rcsente:l the Detroit Institute of Technology 
Scho'arships by Mr. L. M. M cKni;rht, D irector 
of Educat:on, D. I. T. The Vocational U nited 
Scholarship was won by Robert McDonald and 
was pre~ented by Mr. Ross. ..Roy Batta1rello 
won the Athletic Scholarship. 
The programme then concluded with the 
sin ::in g of "Cod Save The King". The audience 
remained standin~ while the Graduates filed out 
of the a uditorium . 
A dance and reception was given for the 
Graduates and their escorts after the program. 
The Graduates danced to the music of Ken 
Frawley's Orchestra and it was a very happy 
evening for all concerned. 
Address to GradL1ating Class 
II) ~IR. I.. ~. BE \ TTIE. Director of \·ocational Education 
Mr. Beattie's first word to the Graduating Class was to congratulate them on their 
success in reaching ar.other well-marked milestone on the educationa l highway. He was 
desirous that they be very thanl. ful for the happy accident which placed them in such a 
position to enjoy the educational facilities provided for t h em. "Tru e culture", he said, 
"is not dependent upon school education of any si:ecial type, nor upon wealth or social 
position, but rather upon the sum total of the right attitu~·es whi h make up the culture 
you have acquired", 
He closed by expressing a wish for each of the students that dur:n:: their school life 
they may have laid well the foundation for thnt happiness which results from a full life 
of effective service. 
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DRAMATICS 
.t:J 
1;· :~ . 
Standing- RAY GRANT, VIOLET HAOJU, MAE McDONALD, ANGELO SAVI, JANET DICK, ALFRED ALLESSI. 
Sitting- MYRA PLAWUCKI, DOLORES OSTROWSKI. 
"The Belle of Bagdad" Directed by: :,.,1 iss HILDA Li..\ Y:-.1.\~ and 
1liss Y\'0:-.:.l\E GJGJ\'1.\C. By j l :\l:-.IY LUCKINO. T4-.\ 
"The Belle of Bagdad". an operetta. was 
the dramatic and mus;cal highlight of the year 
- put over in a· big way at three matinees and 
four evening performances. February 25. 26. 27. 
and 28. It ,,·as presented hy a douhle cast of 
fifteen, a dancing chorns of sixteen. and a 
singing chorus of thirty. 
The plot centcrs around the search for a 
he,1utiful girl hy a talent scout of the Super-
Supreme Film Production Company of 1-Tol:y-
wood. He arrive, at Bagdad by plane. accom-
panied by two mechanics who are the fun 
makers of the plot. .\ law has been passed that 
anyone carrying a camera in Bagdad was to be 
executed before da\\'n. After many amusing 
episodes by the talent scout .. \merican tourists. 
an English Lord and the local girls. the daughter 
of the Caliph - Je\\'el - is found to he the 
beautiful girl they arc searching for. She i~ 
recognized by an amulet she wears around her 
neck. 
Character~ in order of appearance: 
Mrs. J. H orace M cCa nn- .\11 American Consul. 
Josie La Tessa and 1{ae :-.1acDb11ald were 
well suited to the part. 
E lsa McCann- Her daughter. 
Helen Lawton and Eleanor Ogar (Typical 
.\mcrican girls) sang in some smart num-
bers with the "mechanics". 
A n ne B lackwell- Elsa's friend. 
.\larion Potosky and June Inglis-both vca·y 
good singers. 
A rchie F itzgibbons- from Old London. 
Eugene Crsalek an<I .\lfrcd .\lessi played 
the part of an English Romeo-by J ovc-
humoroush·. 
Zelinda- .\ da,;ccr. 
Dolores Ostrowski. beautiful dancer - her 
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Back Row- MARJORIE McMILLAN, NORMA LESPERANCE, EVA STRACKEY, SHIRLEY HELMER, LENA FARES, 
ELEANOR HASSAN, OLGA HUNZYK, SHIRLEY WIGGINS, ELEANOR KING. 
Centre Row- DORIS KARPI U K. EILEEN MELNIK, JANET DICK, HILDA RAINEY, ROSE ~\ASROPIAN. 
Front Row- BARBARA GROSSE, MARY JOHNSON, JUNE INGLIS, NORA MAE JOHNSTON, MARY LISZCZAK. 
o riental interpretation most attractive and 
glamorous. 
Rose- Daughter of the Caliph. 
:,.,1 artha Sawich. 
Lily- Another daughter. 
J can Fraser and Ruth :.lac Donald. 
These were smaller parts. but well done: 
Ali Ben Mustapha- The Prefect o[ Police. 
Vcrland Copctiuk and :\ngelo Savi - a 
strong and colourful character - Vern 
g-ood on lyrics and Angelo outstanding on 
the acting. 
Hassan El Carab- Caliph of Bagdad. 
Mel Briant and Vincent Beneteau - well 
done by both actors-each looked and ac-
ted the part of a real oriental potentate. 
Jewel- The Caliph's favourite daughter. 
Vio let Hadju a nd Myra Plawicki wore a 
glamorous oriental dress-both sang well. 
Viole t, expressive acting-Myra, lo\·ely lyr -
ics. 
Bob Ballentine-
Ruth R ollett and J oc Faith. 1-.ittle Ruth 
stole the show with her amazing \·oice and 
humorous ant ics. Joe was no mean launce-
lot. 
Bill Blake- \\'i th Bob. (airplane mechanics). 
The clowns of the operetta. Guido l anctta 
and Adolph U krainec - kept the plot amu-
sing and bright - both spok e well. 
Henrietta Whipstitch- A romantic spinster. 
Doris Fraser a nd Janet Dick - as the 
woman nobodv lo\·ed. was the Zazu Pitts o[ 
the play. Bo.th extremely good actors. 
Dick Taylor- Talent Scout for Super-,Supreme 
Film Company. 
Ray Grant, had the crowd ,way in~ 11 ith 
hi~ lyrics - spoke and acted well. 
The A ssassin-
Eileen ~fclnik did the d irty work very 
effectively. 
The Saleslady- Surprised everyone with ex-
cellent Eng·lish. 
The Dancing Girls-in their handmade pla~tic 
skirts in soft shades of hlue and rose. were 
an important and delightful part of the oper-
etta : 
Helen :.lady. Rose M asropian, Rose Pillar, 
Eileen M elnik. Doris Karpiuk, Elinor Has-
san. Pauline 1fon tgomery. Shirley Hel-
mer. Sh irley \ iViggins. Hilda Rainey, Lil-
lian Pentz . . Mary Lis1.czak. :-.:ora Johnstone, 
Helen Murphy, >,;orma Lesperance. 11ary 
Wright. 
The Singing Chorus-
11ary Tindorf. Vicki Holinaty, Bar,bara 
Roe. Jean Fraser. Eva Straky. Dorothy 
Kerr, Donna Richardson, Mary Pollard. 
Mar jorie 1f c Millan. Mary Slezia k. ~fari-
anne Gardner, Olga Hunzyk. Dorothy Ep-
pert. Eileen Melnik. Joan Polosky. I'. 
Duczman. Mary \".' right. 
Romance. intrig ue. tuneful music, lovely dan-
cing· made this operetta a n outstanding success 
and the story ends with everyone s inging in 
happiness. 
To give all the credit due the performers 
would fill a book. Tcachers like :.fiss Gignac 
and \ ,[iss Layman give the students an added 
interest in school. and thanks and appreciation 
co111es directly from the hearts o[ the student~. 
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ASSEMBLY 
Acl~11.owledgment ... 
By B ILL !:HSSO, Chairman of .\.E.C. 
The Assembly Entertainment Committee wishes to 
thank all the pupils and classes that have taken part in the 
various assemblies, We wish to extend thanks to Mr. Ross 
for allowing time for the programmes, a special thanks 
to Mr. Nelson under whose supervision the programmes 
were arranged, and to Mr. Sirrs for 'his efforts with the 
sound equipment. 
We hope all have enjoyed our efforta and that next 
year w e shall have bigger and better programmes each 
fortnight, 
Left- JI." LUCCHINO Right- TONY IANETTA 
ASSEMBLIES ... 
. \ssemblies at our school provided a golid 
deal of entertainment this past year. They \\'ere 
largely sponsored by ,·arious classes and later 
by the \\' . D. Lowe .\ ssembly Entertainmen : 
Committee consisting of Bill Sasso. ou r gcn:al 
master of ceremon ies. Joyce Han,·ood. Reta 
Core, Chuck :-.laxim. Janet D:ck. :.fartha Sa-
wick, and Ruth Curtis. 
The first program \\'as a Christmas play 
sponsored hy CI-B. \\'hich was based on a 
sorority in the present and future. J oily J an:.:t 
Dick. as "Santa"'. was really enjoyed by the 
a~dience. Oh. yes! Dolly Ostrowski, our talen-
ted dancer. really looked like a beautiful dolly 
as she favoured us with a graceful ballet. The 
play. written by ).,{iss O'Donoghue. was both 
humorous and educating. dealing \\'ith Voca-
l ioual Guidance. 
\\'hen the "Open the Door. Richard'" di-
lema knocked a round our school at the beg:n-
ning of February, the ,\ ssemhly Committ ee got 
busy with a skit based on the musical novelty. 
The play was directed by Bill Sasso. and writ-
ten by :-.ra rtha Sawick. 
The boys of T3-B presented a program 
HOLIDAY IN TURKEY CREEK 
By .M. SA\\'ICH 
lt wa; really a holiday for the W. D. Lowe 
students were presented with a program by 
~als of C4-B. Their programme consisted of: 
I. The Windsor Symphony Orchestra under 
the baton of ··Red Head Re"
1 
Z. .'\ chorus g irl line-up with tlhcir version of 
a dance . 
3. The Triple S ''Sad Sack Sisters·· sang-. "'\'ou 
Arc ~[y Sunshine". 
4. ,\ piano duet "Chinese Concerto in Yellow". 
S. An intrumental duet by two boys of the 
Technical classes. 
6. !\ piano solo of "Begin the Bcginc·· hy 
Audr ey Sylvain. 
By th e way. the whole audience roared 
\\·ith laughter - this show will be long· remem-
bered. 
next; they based their skit on Vocational Guid-
ance. It il lustrated "Find:ng a Job", and was 
written by Harold Wagner. and directed by ~fr. 
~elson. The p lay was a ,·cry constructive one. 
showing types of characters seeking a job: the 
s louch . the unrefined playboy. the fibber. and 
several other good and bad factors noticeable in 
many who seek a position. \Ve also had a 
clarinet solo for classics which was greatly en-
joyed. 
For ,·aricty \\"C had a Quiz with Bill Sasso 
as quiz master. It was called "Sixty-four pagC' 
Questions": the prize was a copy of the Year 
Book. 
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W. D. Lowe Vocational 
~lumn1 I I I 
By J . TIHJ SCOTT 
The war had been over for almost 
a year. The men and women were re• 
turning home, It was a period of re• 
adjustment and conversion. It was at 
this time, in the early spr ing of 1946, 
that the W . D . Lowe Vocational Alumni 
was reorganized with the purpose of 
promoting the intereats of the Auocia. 
tion and of the Vocational School, es• 
pecially by means of Social, Literary, 
and Athletic activities, and with an en-
deavour to have the members who had 
been away, return to their school. As 
a result of elections, George Vandoorne 
became our President for the ensuing 
term. 
For the first two months, the 
Alumni was busy getting re-established 
and the Mem bership Committee, under 
the supervision of Murray Riosa. was 
Back Row \\:'ALTER GORSKI, JERRY ,\\ASROPIAN, SA,\\ SASSO, 
GEORGE \ 'AND00RNE. 
Front Rov. MARY MARINELLI, PRISCILLA KENNETTE, JUNE 
very successful with its sale of Mem• 
bership cards. Then summer came with pic-
nics, swimming partiea, canoeing trips and wei-
ner roasts, held at the local beaches. The dance 
season waa introduced with the W . D. Lowe 
Alumni "Movie Dance", followed by a Hallo-
we'en Party in the school gym. Winter in all 
its g lory completed the atmosphere for the final 
dance of the aeason "The Snow Whirl". During 
the year, a ba.ketball team bad been organize:! 
and is known as the Tech Alumni Team. ..A 
great deal of credit is due to the fellows who 
played on t h is team, aa they worked hard in 
winning games and publicizing the name of the 
Alumni. At the present time they are enga-
ged in the Ontario Baaketball Aaaociation p lay-
down s and have conquered the Chatham, Sarnia, 
and St. Catharine, Teams, and are scheduled to 
meet Toronto in early April 
The Alumni fiscal year ended February 1, 
1947, and waa completed by the W. D. Lowe 
Vocational Alumni banquet held in the main 
ballroom of the Prince Edward Hotel, on the 
evening of February 1, 1947. The guest speaker 
for the evening was Lt. Col. R . A. Harris, O .B.E. 
Those who attended were pleased to see so 
many of the older members present, and it gave 
old friends a wonderful opportunity to reminisce. 
The new executive is: Will~m Benca, 
President; June Truscott, Vice-President; Ger• 
aid Maaropian, Recording Secretary; Hazel 
Providenti and Helen Syzycowski, Correapon-
dinlt' Secretaries; Mary Martinelli, Treasurer. 
William Benca has since resigned and we now 
have June Truscott as our new President and 
Sam Sasso as the new Vice-President. 
TRUSCOTT, H EI.EN SZYSZKO\t'SKI , HAZEi. PROVIOENTI. 
In closing, let ua thank all the members 
of the Faculty and the members of the organi-
zation for making the Alumni aa aucceuful as 
it has been. Without their help it would have 
been impouible to go on. To Mr. Rou, we 
extend a very warm "thank you" for being so 
lenient and co-operative with us. I believe in 
the old adage of leaving all good things to the 
last, so I did. Miu May Connerty has graced 
the organization by being our Honorary Presi-
dent, and if I were giving out with the "HIP, 
HIP, HOORAYS", I surely would shout a loud 
one for our Miss Connerty. 
A new year is before us. The goal we seek 
is atill far ahead, but with the co-operation of 
all members, students, and Faculty members, 
we cannot fail. We are building towards a 
scholarship for the school. Remember . . . 
SCIENTIA EST PORTENTIA ( Know-
ledge Is Power)' ia our Motto, 
Let it be OUR GOAL. 
• 
~FLASH! 
Just before "The Towers" went to press 
we heard that the following staff members are 
leaving at the end of this school year: Miu M . 
Belton and Miu E. LeBoeuf are retiring ; Mr. 
F. Morrow and Mr. C. Fisher to other school 
positions; and Mr. E. Knapp and Mr. G. Smith 
are leaving the teaching profession. We wish 
to extend to them our thanka for their interest 
in the past and to wiah them happineu in the 
future. - THE STUDENTS. 
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Glass 
FLASH! 'if/ 
~l•.\RG.\RET MAJORS cut herself shav- {' 
ill!! iast week so STA>J DR.\ZlC tainted. ·\I\ 
JOHN LORD is ~till trying to convince liif. 
~1K \\\\LLEN that smuggled goods arc in- 'i i 
dsiblc exports. l'J 
FRANK SIMOJ\ has learned to spell ,'.4 
,,incc his last appearance in the machine shop. ·1, 11 
Confidential: It was the four gangsters who 
threw PSIFER in t,he showers - (VEIGH. 
\VElDEl\CER. O'B RJEN. and LuOCHlNO.) 
Flash: CLIFF JEWELL is still trying to '1 
con1·ince 11 R. STARR that he has to talk to ; 
JOHN!\Y LORI) in order to get the blue- 1 
print situation cleared up. I ,·1 
ED \\'OJCIK got into school in the third 
period the other morning and tried to convince 
~{R. 1tcGEE that the stage coach wasn't run-
ning that day. 
,STEVE BOLICHO\\'SKI is trying to con-
1·ince MR. BAIRD that he wants to be friends 
with him. 
HARRY ATHERTO;\ is still trying to 
convince MR. COWGILL he can hold a welding 
torch without shaking. 
CEC ILIA \VRIGHT has been ha,·ing some 
hca vy dates lately. I wggest you ha \' C your 
lo,·e scat upholstered. 
PRISCKLA KEJ\>JETTE must have been 
out with chief last night again. for she nearly 
fell asleep in home room today. 
BARBARA BVRT and PATRlCl·A DAY-
;'JES are still flirting with the boys in 'H-t \. 
D ,-\ VE O'BRIEJ\ got into trouble with his 
math again: so he went home and bla111ed it on 
his father. · 
FLE~11U:'\G fractured his left hand when 
attempting to master a finger file. 
. .\t the rate T4-t\ BOYS are learning 
their math. they'll be old men before they gTa-
duatc from MR. Bl?,NNETTS room. 
The Ad Department-
LOST- Common Sense. Valuable as a keep-
sake onh·. If found. return to Harold 
Lister. · 
FOR SALE- Five slightly used books. :\"cw. 
except for NI iss Belton's stamp. :\pply to 
Don Tompkins (alias 0 011 Capone). 
news * 
Song Titles Suitable for Teachers. 
llR. J\lc.MA ·us- His feet's too big fur 
the bed. 
MR. BEN.:-.:ETT- Stone cold dead in the 
market. 
MISS LeBOEuF- I'll close my eyes. 
MR. HARR1SON- This ain't the .\rn1y. 
11 r. Jones. 
MISS BEASLEY- Pas~ the biscuib. 
~lirandy. 
\flSS TA YtLOR- Bless you for being an 
angel. 
\I R. SIRRS- \\'ho threw the whisky in 
the well. 
MR. .\DSETT- Use \\lildroot Cream Oil. 
Charlie. 
\(R. \VALLE;\- \Vhat makes your big 
head so hard. aaaahh ! 
MR. MALKIN- Till the cows co111c 
home. 
.MDSS BELTON- Put on your old g ray 
bonnet. 
\l fSS L\ YMAK- Yo ho)1eave ho. ugh! 
~(l<S. CAMPEAU- More, more. tell u, 
more ! 
:,\,I R :,,JELSON- You i11 your small cor-
ner, and I in mine. 
WHY C3-B WOULD NOT MISS A DAY OF 
SCHOOL IF WE HAD THE FOLLOWING 
FOR TEACHERS 
I. Principal- GUY ~IA DISON. 
z. Dean of Girls- LARRY BARKES. 
3. Girls' Glee Club- FRA:-.JKIE SINiATRl\. 
4. Band- HARRY JAMES. 
5. Girls' Sports- ALAN LADD. 
6. Dancing- GE>.'£ KELLY. 
7. French- CHl.\ RLES BOYER . 
8. Speeches- DONALD DuCK. 
C.2-. \ is so brilliant. but " ·as not so s111art 
in bookkeeping'. M !SS FR [TZ said. "Close 
your books"- meaning : add up your ~ntries. 
and tbc girls closed their text books. (Ho\\' sad). 
ToL:gh man "Raymond" BEl•:MER of TIB-B 
challeuges anyone to fight him. 
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Teachers' Sayings . .. 
Spare Teacher: "Shh, shh, anybody want to 
read the Police Gazette?'' 
Mr. Harrison: "Squad now to the left, right 
turn.'' 
r. W allen: "Do this, have this and write thi, 
by the next time you come in. 
M 1·. S tarr: "Never mind, never mind, sit down 
and do your work. 
Mr. Neilson: ··\\'c'II have the best band this 
year.'' 
Mr. Neely: "\\'here's hack saw Harry?" 
Mr. Ross: ··_\her .Mr. Bennett's chord \\"e'II all 
rise together." 
Mr. Nelson: "\Ve'II produce a good Year Book 
if 1. l mean the editors, have to work day 
and nig·ht on it." 
Mr. McGee: "l \\·on't mark it unless it's in your 
best l~nglish." 
Mr1. C1unpeau: "You must not eat in the room, 
put your lunch away." 
Mr. Bennett: '·You haven't got it doae, you 
ha\·en't got it done.'' 
MT. Baird: "What's that got to do with machine 
shop." 
Mr. Cowgill: "Sit down. sit down, shut up and 
sit down." 
Mr. Murray: "Okay. you guys, eight times 
around the track.'' 
Mr. Newman: ":-.Jinc out of ten do, aud the 
tenth is a liar:· 
Mr. Morrison: ''The mark is down seven.'' 
Miss Donaldson: "Scntch ! Scratch! Scratch!'' 
Miss Cough lin: "You 're late!" 
Mr. Newman: "How many whacks, please?" 
Miss Fritz: "~1oney, Date, Folio, Folio." 
Mr. Sirrs: "How many are safe " 
Mr. Harrison: "As you were!" 
l'•lr. Adsett: "Bunch of wooden-heads." 
Mr. Malkin: "lf you don' t sec. just ask me." 
Mr. Smith: "Bunch of stupid auto mechanics." 
Tl-B - By UICK BAN\\"ELL 
Tl-B won the interform Basketball Cham-
pionship for Grade nine and were finali,ts for 
the Hockey Championship. 
• * • 
S ocial Note: Mr. Lawrence (Goo Goo Eyes) 
Boismier has severed his connections with 
the class (final). 
• • * 
Tl-13 has missed its brain wa\·c Arthur 
Boulianc. 
•• * 
\fr. \\'illiam Bergeron reports that every-
thing is O.K. at the La Salle (Dumps). 
• * • 
\\' c \\ elcome to our midst. ).fr. Finlay 
Thompson from Glasgo\\'. 
E<l .\mbcrdian from Marlborough School 
\\'Cnt down to the beach and met Calvin Atkins. 
They both played Archer(y). Of course, they 
found their classmates J oc Balga and Etso Bot-
toset walking along with a Brunette by the 
name of .\dams. She thought they were some 
hoys (chuk) but ga\·c them the air from heavy 
boy .\rnold. 
NEWS ITEM:- In January, Lornie Schuchard 
was absent for a week. lle had an apple, 
a lunch. and a fc\\' notes in his locker. ln 
hi.s absc1)CC. one of those educated Voca-
l ion al mice charitably took care of the 
vault for him. \Vhen Lornic returned. he 
found one bare apple core, bread crumbs, 
and enough confetti for twenty weddings. 
Class News from T3F -B 
By FRASER GOlWOl\ 
Mr. Harrison: "Ashman, what part of speech is 
this word?" 
Chu::k A shman: "Parti6plc." 
Mr. Harrison: · Can you prove it?., 
Chuc k A shman: "Can you pro\·e it isn't?" 
* * * 
Bill Sa:sso : "\,\'hat's the charge for this battery? ' ' 
Garage Man: 'One and One-half volts.'' 
Sasso : "Ho\\' much is that in Canadian money?'' 
••• 
Customer: ").,Jay l try that suit on in the win-
dow?" 
Stan Martin: "\\'e would rather that you use 
the dressing room madam." 
* * * 
1st Girl: '·You know you look l:kc Helen Green." 
2nd Girl: "l look a hcckurn lot worse in pink." 
The Five Easy Ways To Make 
A Hit With Your Teacher 
1. Chew gum 111 e\·ery classroom ; teachers love 
to see your jaws moYing so happily. 
2. If you ha\·en't got your homework done, skip 
school. The next day go down to see 1lr. 
Ross. He will give you a pass after you 
bring your parents down for a nice little 
chat with him. 
J. Talk to your neighbour across the aisle wt1ilc 
the teacher is talking. By doing this, your 
teacher will talk to you more often. 
4. Call your teachers by their first name. Re-
m ember that old saying, "Your teacher is 
-your best friend". and I'm sure you call 
your friends by their first name. don't you? 
S. Be friendly \\':th your teacher. Even borrow 
some money from him if you need it. or 
course. you won't have to pay it back be-
cause he'll nC\'er miss it. (\\'ill you, Scot-
ty?) 
Page Twenty-Two TH~ TOWERS 
T3-B Report 
Ry Vl;,../CENT BENETJ:)\L 
Sherlock l{esidence ha5 conducted a com-
plete ,earch through Mr. \Nallen's books to 
•ee \\ hat fine and arti,,tic thoughts the students 
wrote imide the covers. Here is a complete 
report, with the exception of a few censored 
•·xpres5ions : 
Bored of education. 
I think he's ,·cry good-looking. 
Economics is my glory, 
It is all just one big story. 
99-44 / 100 Pure bunk. 
Kilroy was here ( who i:, he?) 
::-S:uts to all men- except one very special 
one. 
:\lary loves Johnny. 
Se,·en days of this make one weak. 
Jn a flood . stand on this-it':, always dr). 
If poison fa ·b. try economic:.. · 
Blue eyes. brown hair. han<l;,ome, polite,-
what more do you want? 
Gerry l,emon-thirt):-iivt time;,. ah,ay~ 111 
the same writing. 
In ca~e of [ire throw in. 
Could You Imagine .. 
Shirley Fenton tall and lim, 
Winnie Leal making a din. 
Edith Goodman with little to ~ay. 
Edith Pearl not at ba,·. 
Mary Bertelli with a homely face. 
Larr) Lopatin in pink and lace. 
Jean Dt>ll not going ,teady. 
Roy Dt1Z) \\ ith homework rt:ady. 
Heverly Park wtighing two hundred and i:,·e. 
:\,1arria :--1odell acting half alivt. 
Fern :'\elson making a noi,-e. 
Gloria Sapena loving boy;,. 
\l ice ::;apena a:, a hepcat. 
D0reen Hoyle hig and iat. 
Laura :\I orri-. not being ga). 
:--1arion :\1c(reer) looking blasc. 
Lily Ku,hner not being smart. 
D0reen Bevan not doing her part. 
Bernice Skiba reading hook:,, 
Dolores B ·a~utti ,, ith her good loo b. 
There,,a Dugal "ithcut her ·work. 
l orrai1:e :\.I eretsk) acting berserk. 
Sadie Pr:ce not we::aring a ,wt>ater. 
:\lary Gapa acting any better. 
Dorothy Ontinnen not talking ballet. 
Eileen Burn,, at ,rhoo\ ever~ day, 
Doreen :Menard not talking "Chick''. 
·'Georgt'' not Dorothy Cave', pick. 
Fa) Blii,,tein ,, caring a bustle. 
Kathleen Spt:nce without her muscle. 
Dori, Stockdale acting tough, 
:\.larguerite Trottier looking rough. 
Peggy Skinner six feet tall. 
rrank Raymont behind the eight ball. 
t;laine Martin not dating "Phil", 
:-,,1arilyn Mi\l; taking vitamin pills. 
\\'ilfred Day without hi,, bow fie. 
That'~ C Special. my O mv' 
The Plague Cl-C 
\,Vhenever our cla::.:, goes into a room and 
the teacher asb, "\\'hat class i,, this? ·· 
We reply (yell) "Cl-C". 
Then a look of utter horror creeps acros» 
her iact:. Pulling her~e 1£ together, she remarks. 
· Oh well. this period won·t last fore,cr:· 
* * * 
:\tr. :\lorrow (when whispering is heard 111 
the class): ":\liss Spitkoski. turn around." 
11iss Spitkoski: "But l never said nuthin'." 
1lr. 11orrow: '"Suspicion, :\Liss Spitkoski, 
Just suspicion ... 
* • • 
:\lagdalene J erka \\'ants a picture of Rudy. 
l hope he buys a Year Book and reads this. 
Rudy. gh·e :\[agda a picture of yourself. If you 
don't, her heart will break in two. 
Class T3-A News 
By ART !..\KE a11cl HELEX LA \\'TON 
. \ typical speech deli,·ered by :\lr. ~IcGee 
to the good. fine, re:,pcctable class of T3-,\. 
- And I quott:: "You guys got the lowest clas, 
average in Chemi"try. Math.. Literal urc, and 
Composit:on. \\'hat are you trying to do? 
Break all the existing records?" 
* * * 
Will someone find out if insanity is heredi-
tary-a 1:d if not, get a doctor', certificate to 
prove it to Mr. -\dsett once and for all. 
* * * 
:\1r. ;vl,Gec: "'\\'ell. da~~- c1re you learn:ng 
anything?" 
T3-, . \: "No. Sir, we're li~tening to you.'' 
* * * 
What happened to the fish chowder Lorna 
and Hctty were ~uppo~\'ct to make. and wh) did 
the cake hum? \ lso, ,, hen the girls made Mr. 
Sirr:. a piece of chocolate pie. why did the hoy, 
refu~e to samplt.· it? Three gues~e~. 
* * * 
ls it fact or fiction. that garlic can bt' 
l.{rown in Russia or i~ 11r. Adsett mistaken? 
* * * 
\\'hat certain would-be mechanic o[ T3-t\ 
whose initiab are H. G .. tried to adjm,t the 
brake,, 011 a certain Peerles,, car without the 
brake drum on? Oh wt'll. 1 ,uppose he'll learn 
in time. 
* * * 
\\'hy did T . C. refu,e to play the piano for 
an audience of girls? \Vas it because he's shy. 
0r was it because he coulcln 't play? 
' Cl-C 
\Ve put on two T dances this year. The 
Three O'Clock Jump brought in $30.00 which 
we gave to the Red Cro~s. \Ye hope to put 011 
~ome soon. 
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In Mr. Seggie's Classroom 
By PHYLLIS KEARNS, C2-B 
Things kept dropping on the floor, 
And every few minutes a knock on the door, 
Vould disturb the peaceful quiet. 
. nd nearly drive him to a riot. 
When on the floor - jangle, jingle, 
Pennies, nickels and dimes did mingle. 
He turned about, with his finger held out; 
\Vithout a doubt, he intended to shout. 
But to our surprise, he did not mention. 
The noisy incident or a detention. 
Hardly could he suppress a smile, 
As he checked more papers down that aisle. 
\\'ell. that is all. and I've said enough, 
So I'11 end as I was taught by '.\tiss La Boeuf. 
Voita tout. 
T3-B - Imagine 
Hotlips Furgal taking· a smoke. 
Jock Pearce \\'ithout a joke, 
Tiny Schuchard. talJ, and slim; 
Without his steady. string bean Jim. ( :\1.ailloux) 
Robert Kingsley with his dentine smile, 
Grabowski with a speech running down the aisle. 
The Green brothers not horsing about. 
Toothpick Leal, short and stolllt, 
Lightning Moody with hair slicked back, 
Tubby Jenkins without a wisecrack, 
Marta and Faith not mixing up some smell. 
Hypotenuse Barabash not catching H---, 
'.\1.ilJard \,Varner not missing a day, 
Leonard Eaves cussing away. 
.-\tlas Adams and peewee Russell. 
l n P. T. without a tussel, 
Romeo Sampson necking· in the dark. 
Donald Heath away from Broadhead park. 
Harry Rawson going out with a "pip", 
"Torchy'' \\'yatt without attendance slip. 
Tinsnips Renaud with Zero in sheet metal. 
Bill '.\1 organ's bike with a broken pedal, 
"Blondie" Benotto not playing balJ. 
.. '.\,loose" Huson without his g-irl in the hall. 
Earl ColJins not bothering John. 
'.\,lorris Kuzyk in the head-half gone. 
Ell is and Dunn with their head in the press. 
\\lith Harold \\'agner cleaning up the mess. 
. \ncl ,,·c also ha\·e the usher 1\rt. 
. \nd Benetcau and Boyle who specialize, in 
ditto. - -
There also are Core, Ditty, KelJy and Balla11-
tyne, 
These guys too. are very fine. 
Vocational Sweetheart 
HAIR- BARBL\RA BCRT v 
EYES- JOS1IE LA TESSA 
SMILE- :'.\[ARY STEFA;o.; v-
COMPLEXION- RE!\A TRU.'.\DELL 
FIGURE- DO~:-.;A BO!.:)):,,.: V 
LEGS- DOR I S BRO\\'~ 
CLOTHES- :'.\f.'\l{\' I.AZlJRAK V 
PERSONALITY- JOYCE li,\R\\'001) ...... 
V ITALITY- RlffH ROLL11T. 
Poem to Walter Humeniuk-
-C2-D 
ln the middle row and the very last seat, 
Sits our school's star goalie who has ne\·er 
known defeat, 
\Vith a strong defense and a fast forward line 
AIJ he has to do is sit back and recline. 
They say he wins every game, every night, 
But his nose is all sunburned from the flashing 
red light, 
For his record of stops is low in each game, 
They score so many goals 1 won't mention J1i, 
name. 
But, seriously now, what l'\'e said is in fun 
though, 
He·s a really gootl guy. and his nick-name is 
"Gm1zo" ! 
TZ-D IS FAMOUS FOR ITS 
D.D.T.-Double Detention To-night. 
P.C.I.- Public Collection of Idiots. 
U.:\'.0.-United )Jumbskulls Onward. 
CADETS 
( Continued from Page 13) 
PRECISION SQUAD .. . 
---By D,\ vm 0·1rn.IEN 
Something new has been added to our Ca-
det Corps this year, it is a Precision Squad. 
Every \Vednesday night after school the cadets 
in the Precision Squad practise for at least an 
hour. \Vhen they do their part in the inspection 
the\' \\'ill act without any commands. They do 
difficult arms drill on the march and the idea 
is for all the boys to •'..-. it together. A preci-
sion squad does alJ its drilJ to counts, and if one 
boy loses count it wilJ spoil the whole 1110\'e-
ment. 
Cadet 1lajor .\llan Probert and ex-Regi-
mental Sergeant :'.\lajor Don 13rook haYe been 
in~tructing the cadets with :'.\lr. '.\lalkin as their 
coach. 
Some of the members of the Precision 
Squad are: F. Richman. R. East, G. Scheer, B. 
Sutherland. G. Cha1>pell, A. Taylor, G. Gross. 
J. o·x C ill. s. :-.: iescior. D. Harris, J. ~uskas . 
. \. Smith, S. Spolnik. J. Hengle, and J .-\1rey . 
1 9 4 5 ~ 1 9 4 6 
D . C. R. A.- Lowe V o ca tional stood eighth in 
over 800 teams. 
R. M. C.-Lowe Vocational stood about 270 in 
over 800 te ams. 
Province of Ontario Match-Lowe Vocational 
stood third in over 150 teams. 




Special D . C. R. A. Badge-
Lo uis Chakmak. 
1946-1947 results are no t yet available e xcept 
tha t Ray Grant wins both D . C. R . A . S pe -
cial Medal and the Strathcona M e dal. 
l'ai.:c T we nty- Fo ur T H £ T O \\. E R S 
GRAD UATING CI~ASSES 
1947 
\~E. the Staff and Student body of the \ \ ' . D. Lowe \ ·ocat ional 
School, wish to extend to the graduates of 1947 our best \\'ishe:, for 
success in the world of business and industry . 
. \fter four short years of intensi\·e study. you are no\\' at the cm ·s -
roacls of life. leading to success or failure. Your future depend ; 
solely on \\'hdher you are \\'ii ling tu put forth that final effort \\'hich 
success requires. 
\Ve arc confident that. as graduate:-:. you \\'ill ne,-cr lo\\'er the high 
standard set for you by former students. 
::\[any times you ha,·e probably thoug-ht the teachers \\'ere a little 
too hard. lrnl now. at the completion of your four years. you realize 
that it \\'as cli!"ciplinc. not per!'lccution. 
You \,·ill take a\\'ay many pleasant memories too. Our most impor-
tant \\'ish fo r you. is that all your ecu·eer \\'ill J>ro,·icle you " ·ith only 
t he happiest recollections. and that your high school success lllay 
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C4A Graduating Class 
NAME 
1. Ann Alvini 
2. Marily n Armstrong 
3. Dorothy Berry 
4. Lorna Car roll 
S. Nina Coulthard 
6. Ruth Curtis 
7. Suzanne Demers 
8. Joyce Harwood 
9. Vicki Holinaty 
10. J enny K azirod 
11. Erna Klein 
12. H elen Mady 
13. Evelyn M o dolo 
14. Joyce Noonan 
IS. Ann Paik 
16. Hazel Seymour 
17. Elizabeth Skiba 
18. Gloria Smith 
19. Nadda Sukerukoff 
20. Marion Tillson 
21. Mary Tindorf 
22. Lois Turnbull 
23. Audrey Walker 
24. Ilene Wiggins 
25. Emerson Battersby 
26. Alfred Carter 
27. Charlie Coulter 
28. C harles Hitch 
29. Neil Libby 
30. T ed M esiasz 
31. John Nowaczynaki 
32. Joe Salzer 
33. Ken Volta ns 
AMBITION 
Archeologiat 
S t.ay up 





Get rich quick 
A steel guitar 
Snag a man 
Keep breathing 
Stage 
Get a basket 
Pau in ,horthand 





Out of Police St. 
W ear a blouse 
Honours 
Graduate 
Get a job 
Own Sky Way 
Get the cars 




Get a 100% 
A million 
M otorized carriage 
FAVOURITE SAYING 1957 




Isn't that sad 
Phoo Dad 
Drat it 
You darn fool 
Oh murder! 
Shut ma ntouth 







Hear a bout ? 





You dumb dodo 
You mean thing 
Oh l a bit 
Who's got law 
Holy man 
D o you know 
You 'r e nuts 
H i- ya Honeybachi ! 
H oly cosnagous 
Well I'll be 
Mrs. Tom 
Still trying 





Still using nic k e ls 
Cowgirl ( Moo!) 
S huttin g her mouth 
Oh for a live man 
Dame Mae Whitty 
Own gym team 
She paues 
Got him 
S till expressing 
In fish factory 
C hewinr gum 
Spending time 










Chan ged name 
Still trying 
Pauper 




I. Nellie Blam 
2. Ivy Bardsley 
3. Olga Cherkasoff 
4. Gwendolyn Clarke 
5. Reta Core 
6. June Ellison 
7. Evelyn r ox 
8. Elizabeth Freisinger 
9. Lottie Haykus 
10. Betty Hutter 
11. Irene Jasinski 
12. Iona Kaura 
.......... 13. Anna Matta 
""14. Helen Mesiaaz 
15. Josephine Mockoruk 
16. Uldine Moffatt 
17. Jenny Newar 
18. Evelyn Paris 
19 ... Natalina Paaut 
20. Dora Ru:ssell 
21. Vivian Slhaw 
22. Audrey Sylvain 
23. Grace Veitch 
24. Linda Bortolotto 
- 25. Mary Dmytrow 
2o. Madeline Doan 
27. Eleanor Hassan 
28. Mary Grace lannicello 
29. Doris Karpiuk 
30. Wanda Kopak 
:n. Helen Mroczkowski 
32. Eileen Simpson 
33. Dolores Ostrowski 
34. Margaret Takacs 
35. Dorothy Warner 
36. Sylvia Wigle 
37. Marilyn Miracle 









































Oh you kid 
Can you tell 
I'm acared 
Hi Lover Bug 
Oh Honey 




How can you 
I hate him 
O h Pooh! 
Like a bunny 




Don't be silly 
OH! 
Well I guess 
Come on stuff 
I don't know 
Jeepers 





You don't say 
The nerve! 
Gee Whizz 




These Teachers ! 
Hi! Lloyd 
1957 
Hubby like Dad 
Finishing school 
Married (I hope) 
Dust Pan Brigade 
Happily Married 
Who knows 
You'd be surprised 
You wondering too 
Housewife 







C4-B or C4-A 
Married 
B. B. brain 
With Natalina 
I can dream 
Mrs. Skully . 
Time will tell 
O ld maid 
Married 
Married-2 kids 
Mrs. N. K. 
Cement Mixer 
Old Maid 







Mrs. Lloyd Haugh 
j) 
, 
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C-Special Graduating Class 
NAME 
1. Doreen Bevan 
2. Mary Bertelli 
3. Dolores Biaautti 
4. Fay Blitstein 
5. Doreen Boyle 
6. Eileen Burns 
7. Dorothy Cave 
8. Jean Dell 
9. Theresa Dugal 
10. Shirley Fenton 
11. Mary Gapa 
12. Edith Goodman 
13. Lily Kushner 
14. Winnifred Leal 
15. Marion McCreery 
16. Elaine Martin 
17. Doreen Menard 
18. Lorraine Meretsky 
19. Marilyn Milla 
20. Marcia Modell 
21. Laura Morris 
22. Fern Nelson 
23. Dorothy Onttinen 
24. Beverly Park 
25. Edith Pearl 
26. Saclie Price 
27. Alice Sapena 
28. Gloria Sapena 
29. Bernice Skiba 
30. Peggy Skinner 
31. Kathleen Spence 
32. Doria Stockdale 
33. Marguerite Trottier 
34. Wilfred Day 
35. Roy Duzey 
36. Larry Lopatin 






That certain man 
None 
Checker at Y 
Mrs. Spurgeon 





One of those 
B lack 'hair 
Graduate 
To get him 
Ti-ave) 
A slim 120 
Night club singer 








Work in library 
Mrs. (Guess who) 






Big time bookie 
FAVOURITE SAYING 1957 





You're as king me 
Oh! Georgie 
Where's Spurge 
What's his name? 
Oh, Brother 
A little higher 
I feel sick 
You're Crazy 




Gee am I sorry 
Lost a pound 
1 don't care 
"What a life" 
Gee whiz! 
Want a demonstration 
What a joke! 
What a week-end 
Take it easy 
Bottoms up 
Watch Calories 
Let me read 
"Cec" 
I'll never make it 
Come on in 
Mais ouil 
This one's on me 
Save your 1oles 
You know 
Watch me tonight 
A very private steno. 
Heavenly, isn't it? 
Pug nose Junior 
The Bowery 
She certainly did 
One never knows 







Several of them 
Missed me 
Phil 'en happy 
Not yet 






My 80 to-day 
liousewife in Puce 
Gypsy 
Raising the roof 









Baby sitter (19-2Z) 
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T4A Graduating Class 
NAME 
1. Barbara Burt 
2. Patricia Daynes 
3. Priscilla Kennette 
.4. Margaret Majors 
S. Rose Masropian 
6. Rose Pillar 
7. Cecilia Wright 
8. Harry Atherton 
9. Nickolas Belaweh: 
10. Philip Bilida 
11. Steve Bolichowski 
12. Louis Calaavara 
13. Stan Drazic 
14. Harry Flemine 
15. Clifford Jewell 
16. John Lord 
17. James Lucchino 
18. David O'Brien 
19. Verne Peifer 
20. Emerie Schwab 
21. Frank Simon 
22. Leslie Sulyak 
23. Nick Vegh 
2.4. Bill W eidinger 
25. Edward Wojcik 
AMBITION 














See the world 
Prospector 
Leader 






Tool Die Maker , 
Farm Hand 
FAVOURITE SAYING 1957 
Want a fight 
Oh Art 
Don't find out 
I know 
Come on in 
Where', the patient 
You're crazy 
Haven't it done 
Don't bother me 
My dear friend 
Oh, go away 
Like a aore thumb 
I wasn't late 
I don't understand 
Thank your stars 
Gold in the hills 
Jazz it man 
What are you doing 
She's nice 
Watch yourself 
Lend me your math. 
You're cute 




Oh! Oh! Art 
He found out 
Powers model 
Teaching Poly Wogs 
Private duty nurae 
Canning green tomatoes 
Ford's 
Nick's Club 
On the road 
Ideal Citizen 
















I. Mike Adam:1 
2. Orval Cantwell 
3. Gordon Cheshire 
4. Vern Copetiuk 
5. Nello Dario 
6. James De Froy 
7. William Dewar 
8. Doug Littlewood 
9. Al Jemison 
10. Arthur Leadley .. 11. Emery Madach 
12. George Nutt 
13. William Olsen 
14. Cecil Pare 
15. Alex Paris 
16. Paul Reves 
17. John Airey 
18. Russ Andrejeiw 
19. Jos. Berger 
20. Robert Bodnar 
21. Glen Cl\meron 
22. William Dunkley 
23. Ray Grant 
24. Vic Hewitt 
25. Alex Kupicki 
26. Ray Masters 
27. Ted Postlethwaite 
28. Jos. R eich 
29. Jos. Sasao 
30. Nick Schisler 
31. Cyril Todd 
32. John Wolfe 
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Graduating Class 
AMBITION 
Get Math. right 
Hero of Puce 
Women 
Centenarian 
Higher in Math. 
Come to school 
Sell Bridge 
Vegetarian 
Be like Dad 
Handsome waiter 
Nil 












Get away at 3 
Grow more hair 
Architect 









FAVOURITE SAYING 1957 
Don't believe it 
Think it over 
Women 
Scrounging 
(Censored by Ed ) 
Brush off Kid 
Wouldn't say that 
You pay, George 
My feet hart 
Aw! Shucks! 
Your act, Joyce 
Burp 
Mary 
Wheel the load 
I'll make one 
Gee wlliz 
Women 
Are you jealous? 
Who's next? 
When we going, Jo? 
Who's blushing"? 
Attention 
Ring the Belle 
Shoot you a game 
Who? M e? 
I'll worry 
Hey! Y oy Fairy 
I'll pound you 
Want another? 
Want a fight? 
How's Prince Road 
What's wrong? 
Pool room 
Paper route King 
Bachelor 
Broke 



























Working on flies 
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T4C Graduating Class 
NAME 
1. Alfred Alessi 
2. George F airrais 
3. Murray Grabaia 
4. Douglas Harris 
5. John Puaka, 
6. Gord Reaume 
7. Alvin Smith 
8. Jim Smith 
9. Edward T oze 
10. Dick 'Tuaon 
11. Don Vadnais 
12. Adolph Ukr4inec 
13. Robert W eatlake 
14. Dennis Wilson 
15. Edward Wudwud 
16. Walter Yarish 
17. Cleon Young 
18. John Budak 
19. Alvin Church 
20. Richard Chodola 
21. Hughie Cowan 
22. Bruce Gordon 
Z3. Robert Hancrar 
24. Rene Hebert 
25. Ruuell Malenfant 
26. Bruce Notwell 
27. Frank Pongratz 
28. Gerald Roth 







Razor blade salesman 
Pianist 
Beauty contest judge 





















FAVOURITE SA YING 1957 
Watch it k id 
You bug me 
Go fly a kite 
Swing it baby 
In the aide pocket 
Want a carton? 
Look at that Babe 
I'm a big auck 
Are you 217 
To the atation 
Set 'em up 
Hiya Babe 
Nail 'em 
Look! a corpse 
Aw shut up 
Hit 'em hard 
Tell the tr"Uth 
Don't cup Rene 
Don' t play games 
How's she stacking 
Give him a hanky 
Come on Boston 
Shoot the works 
John got a haircut 
Take off kid 
Won' t be long 
Your Math. done? 
Watch that watt 







Married- Huge family 
Priest 
Making T oze Jam 
To Hollywood 
Setting up pins 
Fat her of triplets 
Killing people 
Garbage Driver 
Base ball player 








Hoeing garlic (Puce) 
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T4D Graduating Class 
~,. 
NAME 
1. Jame, Barr 
2. Joe Barr 
3. Andy Campbell 
4. Bill Croaby 
S. Don Danyluck 
6. HarryEberhardt 
7. Don Guttman 
8. Gerry Lemon 
9. Bill Muir 
10. Bruce Nageleiaen 
11. Ed Neiacier 
12. Roger Speiran 
13. Stan Swizawski 
14. Joe Tomes 
15. Herman Turcott 
16. Tom Wickman 
17. Gord Gunnell 
18. Alf Hillman 
19. Leo Leaperance 
20. Joe Symynyshen 
21. Ed Hazel 
2.2. Waynard Shreve 
23. Mel Briant 
24. Angelo Savi 
25. Brock McLeod 
26. Kea Laramie 
27. Johnny Sabol 
~ 
AMBITION 
Meet wicked lady 
Inside a poolroom 
Atlas 
Vocational Graduate 
Kick out Communi,ta 










Run a racket 
To lose 20 Iba. 
Three butter tarts 
Own SOO acre, 
Scrap 45 
Pick apples 
Second Steve Paris 
Visit the W eat 
Wine, Women, Song. 
Jean 
3rd floor locker 
Jockey 
FAVOURITE SA YING 1957 
Don't bother me 
Thualy 
Wouldn't say that 
Could've fooled me 
How much cost? 
Come on, Behie 
What's trouble? 







Is that not so? 
Who's hand,omeH 
Here'• two fast ones 
You're gettin' it 
How many please 
I don't get it 
Don't do it again 
I'll sink this 
Hay Babe 
Holy Caanaigus ! 
Gotta smoke? 
Hello Chick 
Back o' me hand 
First date 
Joe's Bar 
Mr. and Misses 
Cigar a tore President 
Union leader 
New Model A 
T ecumaeh Mayor 
2nd Artie Shaw 
Sinatra 
To fire a run 




Baby Bonus Million 
Second Capone 
Cord's Parking Lot 








U. S. Steel Preaident 
Picking up Nuts 
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Wit and Wisdom 
By 
STELLA WENDBCK and AXNE SAFFRAK 
Si1lygi1m-
An appointment 1s a date. . \ date is a 
sticky fruit. A sticky fruit is a pru11e. 1A prune 
is something full o[ wrinkles. l\nd something 
foll of wrinkles is too darned old. So please be 
so good as to cancel my appointment. 
• • • 
Lapides, Dot Sot-
Mr. Lapides was discussing his daughter's 
impending graduation. "Choo-Choo,'· he said 
paternally to her. ''if you come out foist in de 
whole class, rm goink to give you a prasent." 
"What kind prasent, papa?'' .asked Choo-
Choo. 
''A prasent," said her papa. 
"Well,'. he said, '"a trin kct.'' 
"What kind of trinket?" 
''A trinket, that's all!" 
She said. ''Show me!" So Lapides gave it 
to her. "\Vhy, papa," she said, "that's a bottle 
of Coca-Cola." 







• • • 
• • • 
On the lagoon shines the moon, 
For it's June. Lovers spoon. 
No, you goon. 1t s not noon. 
It's time for making· love 
Under twinkling stars abO\'e. 
From the shadow o[ a dune. 
An ape lover sings this tune. 
Let's listen to this baboon· croon 
"Eckle eckle. ookle ookle 
Chocka, cheeka, check. 
Chitter, chatter, what's the matter? 
Don't you want to neck? 
I'm so burble eeple. just like people 
I don't know how to start 
But you're· the hunky punky little 111011 key 
Closest to my heart. 
So yocka chippa bocka clippa, Reet and 
double zoot, 
For eckk eckle. ookle ookle. rooty toot! 
\Vhich means. "Ah, your fodder's 
moustache !" 
• • • 
Nuts to You! 
The superintendent of a booby hatch noti-
ced one of the star boarders pushing a wheel-
barrow upside down. "\\'hy do you ha\·e it 
upside down?" he asked the loony. 
··You don't think I'm crazy. do you?" was 
the reply. •·1 pushed it right side up yesterday. 
and they kept filling it with gra\·el." 
(Corzti1111ed orz Next Page) 
DETROIT TECH 
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Day Course 3,000 
pharmacists needed 
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W it and W isdom ... 
(Continued from Page 32) 
me Clean, Wife I 
".\ren·t you a~hamed."' the judge a,l..ed the 
man. "to ha ,·e your wife :,up port you b) taking 
in wa,hing?" 
"Ye,. I am, Your Honor.'' he replied. "But 
what can I do? She's too ignorant to do any-
thing helter:· 
• • • 
Marriage Is One Undarned Thing After Another 
).farriage i,,, an institution of learning, 
But anywhere else a man could learn faster. 
The husband loses his bachelor's degree, 
.\nd hi, wife acquires a ).faster·:,. 
• • • 
Shaggy Skunk-
~lama skunk was worried bccau,c she 
ne,·cr could keep track of her two children. 
They \\ ere named 'ln" and "Out". and ,, hen-
e,·er "In" was in. "Out" wa, out, and if "Out" 
wa,, in. ··Jn" was out. One da, she called "Out" 
in t o her and told him to go out and bring "Tn" 
in. So ''Out" went out and in no time at all he 
brought "In" in. 
"\\'onderful !" ,aid ~lama Skunk. " How. 
in all thb great forest .could ,ou find "In" in 
so short a time?" · 
"It was easy," said "Out". "In stinct." 
• • • 
0 Promise Me! 
··J tell you:· tht! old lady was saying firmly 
to the bellboy. "I \\ill not han: this room. I'm 
not going to pay good money for a closet with 
a folding bt!d. If you think that just because 
I'm from the country ... •· 
"Get in. lady. get in." the bellboy inter-
rupted wearily. "This i~n·t your room. It's 
the ele,·ator.'' 
\\'hich recalls the fat lady who wedg·ed 
herself in the bu, and fumbled for her purse in 
her coat pocket to pay her fare. She ,truggled 
and struggled. and a man standing next to her 
sudden!) handed her a nickel. "Take this, lady," 
he said unhappily, ''and pay your £arc. I'm 
getting tired of you buttoning and 11nbutto11i11g 
my ~u,pender buttons.'' 
• • • 
Rock-a-bye-Baby-
1 lushabyc, my babies, 
Your father's in some alle,. 
\\'aiting at a ,tage door • 
For a Bett,. Sue. or Salh ; 
Do not cry~ my babie!>, · 
If you hear a deafening boom, 
It will onlv he vour mamma 
Sorking p·apa ,,·ith a broom. 
• • • 
Toast by Herb Loon-
I drink to your health when I'm with you. 
T drink to your health when alone, 
I drink to vour health ~o l{<hh-darucd murh. 
I'm afraid I'm lo~ing my own. 
(Continued on Nol Page) 
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READY MIX CONCRETE 
CONCRETE BLOCKS 
• 
2494 SANDWICH STREET EAST 
W INDSOR. ONTARIO 
PROMPT - COURTEOUS - REASONABLE 
SANDWICH 
EAST TAXI 
ALL CABS EQUIPPED WITH AMERICAN 
LICENSES 
Corner Reaume and Tecumseh Rd. 
One Block East of Drouillard 
PHONE 4-0953 
24-HOUR SERVICE 
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Wit and Wisdom . .. 
(Continued from Page JJ) 
That's Telling Him, Lady! 
. \ curb-cruising wolf drew up alongside 
a cute hobby soxer and asked: "Going m) way. 
baby?" 
Said the bobbv ,oxer: "Xo. I get a harp 
at the end of mine.'; 
• • • 
No, No, Nol 
\\'hich recalls the wolf of the wood, who 
dro\·e a gal out into the bo,ky places, turned 
off the motor and asked for a kiss. She shook 
her head for a half hour before he discovered 
she had her nose caught in the wincbhield 
wiper. 
• • • 
Queationa ! Queationa I 
l. \Vhy do you suppm,e a train nc\·er sits down? 
Becaua~ it baa a tender behind . 
.!.. \Vhat animals do most ladies kc.:cp in their 
bedrooms? 
Mules. 
J. Why is a wise boy like a pin? 
Because hia head prevents him from going 
too far. 
.i. \Vhat flowers do you wear all year round? 
Tulips (two-lips) . 
5. \\"hat ha, a foot at ead1 end and one in the 
middle? 
A Yardstick. 
6. How can you pnn-c that there i, no difference 
hetween l and 10 ? 
Naught ia the difference . 
7. One morning a boy couldn't find his trou· 
sers so what did he do? 
He rac ed around the room until he was 
breathing in amall panta. 
8. \Vhat shows that your father is lazier than 
you arc? 
Because he is longer in bed. 
9. Does a train have ears? 
Yea, it haa engine-eera. 
10. Why does a girl tic ribbons in her hair? 
To get beaux ( bowa). 
--t--
Apologies 
We offer our apologies to those who wrote 
articles which are absent from The Towera. 
We regret that it was impossible to find space 




On or about May l , we will move to our new permanent location 
downtown- the second and third floors of the Bank of Montreal 
Building. comer of Ouellette Ave. and Chatham St.. one-half 
minute from the Bus Depot. 
REMODELLED INTERIOR 
ALL 1\TEW l\IODERN EQUIPJ\IENT 
EFFICIE T TEACHERS 
Windsor Business College 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal 
Entrance 
15 Chatham St. E. Phone 3-4921 
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OETRY 
For The Fallen 
( On seeing a school plaque in my imagination) 
By chance, I came upon the plaque, 
\i:'hich hung upon the wall; 
\l.'ithout dcla)", m> thoughts turned bacl, 
To boys who heard the call. 
Those days have passed; but thouiihts remained 
S" eot memories or youth 
\I. ho laughed and pla)·cd, and toiled and trained, 
\\ ithin our halls of Truth. 
\X' ith hands equipped; and hearts endowed, 
Wilh wills to ser,1e and give, 
They left these halls. forsook th: crowd, 
To die that "e might Ji,·e. 
Hescin the midst or fun and growth, 
I hear their ,oicu still-
"Free minds, fi ll hearts f<>:d souls, fire youth 
To do the Father's will". 
··\\ e Prti)· our death~ be not in ,ain, 
\I. e know you will be true, 
AnJ carry forth the Light to reign 
In hearts, and sin subdue". 
.. T,is happy land in "hich we r!St 
Is not so far beyond; 
And our last wish is your request, 
To make secure the bond". 
Blindness 
K'e may hav.:. lots or money 
And think "'e're rich, oh sure, 
But ii rcall)' isn't funny when 
\\. e re11ite .,..e are ,o poor. 
Poor. bei.:ause we are blind, 
\X'hen all around us li:s 
Beauty which we cannot find 
B•cau,e of our sightless eyes. 
\I. e are poor because we are deaf 
To the ,oic! or the wind and the sea, 
And •t night we ore scared to death 
-T4A STUDENT 
or the ~entle murmurs or • familiar tree. 
A~ we walk along, our feet are hound 
To cit)' pa,emenh ancJ country moor, 
Lookin.11 for ad, :nture th11 can't h found 
Becou,e we ar" ,o poor. By .IIARGARET SCHRA If, CJB 
The Great Tornado 
One day • s:reat tornado, 
Hit our quiet peaceful shore, 
And familie, who were happy 
Are not happy any more. 
It came acro~.s the ri\er 
That is flowing gently by 
B:tween i:ood old Canada 
And the land of liber1y. 
The people all v.erc restinii 
horn a day or honest toil 
\\:'hen sudden disaster hit them, 
And bro .. ght on great turmoil. 
\\ ithout re!ooopcct for per~on, 
Or th: rank they held in lire 
It took the rich or the poor man 
And his daughters, sons and wife. 
And "rithing like a ~erpent 
Scanercd hou~cs on the street 
The noise and heat "er: terrible ! 
The destruction was compltte ! 
This frightenini: tornado 
\\ ith hot and re, e red breath 
left m3ny people dying 
And others cold in d:ath . 
The telephone, quit rini;ini; 
The radios "'ent dead. 
No light or -.·ater in our homes! 
'Twas • time or fear and dread. 
No"' na1ion, get to•s;:ether 
And the hii: four t~ar their hair 
Becau~e no-. in the atom a.ge 
\\'e ha\C to lhe with care. 
They talk of great in,ention,, 
Jet propulsion and radar, 
By men vo'ith xood intention~ 
\\ ho hl\·e come from n.?ar 1nJ f.11r. 
But in \X'ind:,,or we ha\e lcn, ned 
And l know you will agree 
There b a power gre11cr 
Than atom1..: energy. 
If we h:l\ e pro,·ok!d God~s wra1h 
To create this awful ~•rife 
Let us how down on hended knees 
And pra) for home and life. 
- BERNICE SHA\\ 
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POETRY 
\ ' ision o{ lluron 
It • ·•s e,enint: then on Huron --·•ter, 
and the sun was setting, 
For beyond the mighly water, 
ri~htrmen -..·ere pulling in their ncuin,:, 
The •·l\·es rose high, 
1hey surged on and on toward the shore, 
Then dashed 1heir bubbly roam 
and fell to lake once more. 
All was lonely, sa,·e for a crying gull 
swooping down against the azure sky 
\'('11ching, Searching, 
for a little food before the night .. as nigh, 
The fresh lake wind blew cooler 
and passed gently o're the fringe 
That nodded down like thin grf>:n reeds 
with a bit or bluish tinge. 
The little wisps of clouds 
were slowly crossing by, 
And suddenly there rose a solamn Indian head 
in the ,•estern Sk)\ 
His eyes were brave and blue, 
and bore a look far-seeing, 
Th: head was uplifted, 
a challenge 1rue to being. 
l-lh. voice was the gentle wind 
that came murmuring throu,:h the trees , 
The mysteriousness of birch trf>>S 
whisperin,: in the breeze. 
Each living thing immortal, 
seemed to ha,·e a reckoning 
And understood the strangeness 
or the grave old Indian beckoning. 
knew not "'hat he thought 
or .,.,hate, er he was saying, 
Perhaps or tribes w•>' back 
or Indian totem praying, 
Or was it of the white man's plodding 
through a land fort>idd:n, 
A land that was their home and life, 
from which his kin were ridden. 
The sun was set. 
the crimson ribbon~ slowlr diminished from the sk)·, 
The black curtain of night came on 
as night was growing nigh, 
And so the "·oods, ' 
their slumb!r wrapped to sleep, 
The Vision o r Huron 
sank in the deep. MARTHA SAW/CH, CIE 
The Brook 
o· IITTLE BROOK BESIIIE THE \X'AY, 
\~ HY 00 YOU UNGER SO? 
WHEN BIROS ANO BEES GO BY YOUR \\ AY 
YOUR BEAUTY THEN YOU SHOW. 
THE TREE:, THAT BENO OVER YOU 
\X'ITH BLOSSOMS BRIGHT AND GAY 
AND THE BIRDS THAT HOVER OVER YOU 
ARE BEAUTIFUL Al.ONG YOUR \X' AY. 
By PATRICIA LOWE, CZB 
Did You Ever .. 
Did you ,,er look up at the •ky 
And often wonder the reason why-
The star~ shine only in the nii:ht 
Or how the dark turns into light, 
Or if ,..e will e,·er find 
That clouds are really sih·er-lined, 
Did you e,•:r wonder at the sii:ht 
or the d.aring beauty or the night. 
Did you e, er watch snowrlakcs rail 
And co, er up a garden wall 
The sno"'' gets deeper as they land 
But " ' h>· Jo thty m!lt if eaui:ht in 1·our hand, 
\X'hy do cht y always seem so bright 
And why aren·t they blue instead or white, 
But you and I, we know by far 
\\'e would sooner hl\e them as they are. 
Oid you ever dream or the Eost or West 
The place to build your little nest-
In the sunset land, you see from )'our room 
l.ots or horses and the sage in bloom, 
The East brings crowded streets and stores 
And tall. •tufry buildings with many rloors 
And though you may want mor: or Sprini; than Fall 
~lie "'·orld really isn't so bad after all. 
MARGARET SCHRAftl , CJB 
Da Shortahand 
I taka da class in da shortahand 
~ ·het>ch learna wan ho~· to write 4ue,:ck 
By da use of da cur\'eS and da straight lines 
In da place or da words wat " 'an speeck. 
Eat's da craziest subjec, dees shortahand; 
You learn da rule hard at night ; 
D:n lea rna een class on da nex day 
Oa rule eel ee•n't always just rif(ht. 
Your paper eet look like da crows' reet 
Et-~ dance da great jee.:; O\'Cr ~et 1 
But da scratches de) all ees got meanini: 
And you gatta read dem back queeck. 
You lea rna da thf>:ngs wat's called brcer forms 
Dey's breefer den da words \\II ees drawn; 
And da v.·ords .,.at ees drawn dey gotta brcefer 
Until dey ,es almost all gone. 
Da man wal ces maka da shortahand 
Ees Scotch, da teach a •he say. 
,:;uess dat's da ruson da shortahand 
Gets breefcr and breefer each day. 
\\ an da)· con class, I betcha, 
Da teach a, she ees going to Sa), 
Da shortahand ees i;:atta so shorta 
\X'e'II shorten our work in dees way-
\\. e ' l1 u""a no penc il~. no paper, 
\X'e'tl usa our beeg brain~ ~ens1ead; 
You lee ,t•n, I'll deectate d• letta-
O•n ) 'OU " ·rite eet all ha, k rrom da he•d. 
- ,\\. G., CJA 
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POETRY 
Dear Old 'l'cachers of Tech 
! ders, don'1 think 1ha1 I'm a fool. \\ en I try to describe the teachers in B I really mean no harm 
So don't gel flustered and alarm:d. 
Mr. Seggie, my, oh my ! 
l'or the gum chewers he has an eye, 
He really s hows them who's the bos, 
When they on:ekly gi,c 5c to the Red 
school, 
Cros •. 
Nowt my dear reade rs, listen here 
You'll ne\·er get any~·here ir you don·c 
for e, ery period in the di) 
perse\:t~, 
hliss Coughlin always ha• this to say, 
Or. Morrison some people cannot bear 
Th: way you pull around your chair. 
But we reall) don't care a hook 
Because iou wrole a wondcrrul book. 
Miss Green is the information bureau of the •chool 
Bur readers, iust you keep cool, 
lf you ar: worried and in trouble 
To Miss Green you should run on the double. 
In Miss Connerty's room we spend a pleasant da), 
Teachers 0111 or their rooms should not g et pay, 
8111 Miss Connerty, we rea lly don't mind 
Bccaus-t in your room we have a i:ood time. 
,\\i~s Frin i< really full o r pep. 
\\ ith her big ruler s he i• quite hep, 
But what I tell you is no gurf 
She really knows how to teach the ~,urr. 
And then there's Miss 8:lton. our lihrar), teacher, 
,\\an. but s he'$ reall)' quile a preacher. 
\\ ithout her handy little bell 
\\ hat v .. ould happen I couldn't tell. 
Ta lkini: in typing about this and thal, 
Mis< Donaldson gets tired of our chiuer chat. 
Although sh.: makes us • 1rite out line"' 
I'm s ure we dcsel"\·e it, 1nd ic mikes us mind. 
In Miss LcBocu('s room, we eat our lunch 
But the teacher can't st"nd the paper's crunch. 
\\:'e lo"e 10 sing along with the gramophone 
Accompanied vdth Miss l.eBoeuf's "onderful lone. 
The bad points of some teachers we'\ e tried to tell 
But as a group they are quit.: swell, 
And this we say with a sober face 
\\' ithout their teaching we would be a disgrace . 
And no" I'm sure you ha,e heard of C2B 
As they are al,.·ays on a " ' ild sprc,. 
The teacher~, they dri\'e them quite insane 
In fact, they say we give them one big pain. 
By ESTHER DUTCHUK, C2B 
c> 1 der 
11 I I 
'fo Us 
\\'hen ,.., sing "Should Auld Acquaintance Be Forgo1", 
To our fond recollections. which others h1\"e not, 
And so to the Alumni of forty-six and ~e,·en 
May your s pirit live forever on earth and in heaven. 
Gentlern:n • .as thi~ great day is coming lo an end, 
\\'e can ne,•er think of saying i:ood-bye to a friend, 
Jus t sa1· "Good-ni,tht" and remember that old refrain, 
And 10 each other we'll sa1•, " \'!'ill ye not come back ag•in", 
-By RUDY OALOIN 
. \re You Listening? 
S\\ ING IS S\\' ING 
OPERA IS OPERA 
BUT, \\:'HAT'S A SONG 
\\' ITHOUT SINATRA! 
\l:'HEN GRANNIE SCREAMS, 
IT'S NOT BECAUSE SHE'S C RANKY 
THE RADIO'S ON; ANO SHE'S 
LISTENING TO FRANKIE! 
BING FOR THE OLD HICKS 
FRANKIE FOR THE SUCK C HI C KS. 
By BARBARA BROSSETT, CIB 
Yahoodie's 
YAHOODIE'S IN THE KITCHEN, 
YAHOODIE"S IN THE AIR, 
YAHOODIE'S IN THE WATER, 
YAHOODIE"S E\'ERY\\: HERE. 
HE STEALS MOM'S COOKIES. 
AND LOSES FATHER'S SOCKS; 
YAHOODIE IS A BAD BOY 
BUT YAHOODIE NEVER TALKS. 
HE MAKES PLANES LOSE CONTROL, 
HE I.IKES TO SEE THE,\\ SPIN. 
YAHOOOIE'S FULL OF MISC HIEF, 
BUT YAHOODIE \\ION'T GIVE IN. 
HE TELLS THE LITTLE FISHES 
NOT TO EAT \\ OR"S OFF A HOOi<, 
SO NO \\'ONDER AFTER HOU RS OF \\ORK 
THERE ARE NO FISH TO COOK. 
DON'T BLA.\\E THE MISCHIEI' HAPPENING 
ON LITTLE JI,\\ OR OAN. 
IF YOU'RE GOING TO BLAME IT ON SOMEONE 
YAHOODIE IS YOUR MAN. 
ress 
- HELEN KADMAN, C2A 
Phone 
3 
Service That Givea P rofit Witho ut An l nveatment 
P r int er s of I\TII E T OWERS" 
\\'. D. Lime Yorational Yt:ar Book 
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EVERYONE SIMPLY AGREES 
"BEGIN GOOD HABITS 
WHEN YOUR'E YOUNGU 
SHOP AT 
Smith's 
... The Store for Young Windsor ... 





. ... Rentals 




THE UNIVERSITY OF 
WESTERN ONTARIO 
"Making the youth of 
today the leader of 
tomorrow" 
• 
for information regarding admis-
sions, scholarships and courses 
contact the Registrar. 
Travel by Air to Anywhere 
AIRCRAFT ON WHEELS OR FLOATS 
INTER PROVINCIAL AIR SERVICES LIMITED 
WINDSOR 
Phone 2-2285 




Phone EL 9930 
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Technical 
C. H. MONTROSE 
Department • • • 
---By C. H. MONTROSE 
The road of life has a succession of choices and some 
of the decisions are of major importance. The decisions 
we make regarding our education are of special concern 
for they will determine th~ role we are to assume in our 
adult life. 
With our Entrance Examination passed, we have a 
choice of secondary schools. When we have decided on 
the Vocational branch, we are faced with a further choice 
at the end of Grade 9, the many practical courses offered 
in the shop s and laboratories of our school, which are so 
planned to assist us in finding a suitable vocation and to 
give a broad training in the fundamentals of that work. 
Since we have only a limited experience, we turn to 
older people, our parents and our teachers for guidance, but 
the final decision should be our own. We should not be 
unduly influenced by the present day demands of trade 
and industry for trained workers in a particular line. We 
may find wher, we have obtained our High School diploma 
at the end of Grade 12 that the industrial situation has 
changed. Let our choice of a specialized field come from 
an inward belief of fitness and contentment in what is to 
be our life's work, rather than yield to the popular appeal 
of advertisements which promise success without due re· 
gard to our aptitude. 
To be successful we must be happy in our work. 
Graduates of our school have completed degree courses 
in various branches of engineerinz at the Detroit ln,titute 
of Technology, Wayne University, University of Michigan 
and other institutions of advanced training. This fact speaks 
for the well rounded acadeinic background obtained here 
and opens the door into the executive field of industry for 
the ambitious student. 
Talking Shop • • • 
---By BILL S,\SSO 
AUTO MECHANICS-
Our .\uto ~lechanics Shop i11structor. 1fr. 
Bar11es. is s how11 instructing a student on the 
operation of brakes and brake mechanism. 
There are two auto mechanic teachers and their 
shops contain some of the most modern type 
of tools availahlc. The Shop~ have actual chas-
sis ancl bodies of cars. The ~tudenls do the jo'.is 
011 the cars. In the other shop. the in~lructor. 
).fr. Shrier. teaches the Senior boys by having· 
them work 011 can, brought in for repairs. 
PHYSICS-
I II this picture can be seen l\1r. Harman 
instructing a group of second form hoys on the 
experiment of Convection of Liquids. This ex-
periment is one of the many which arc per-
formed hy the students in their physics classe~. 
Scconcl form students arc a lso taught something 
on refrigeration and the making or dry ice. 
These experiments are a few to illustrate the 
course given by :\lr. [Jarman. the phy~ics 111-
structor. 
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Talking Shop • • • 
---By BILL SASSO 
PATTERN-MAKING-
This picture shows a student at work on 
?. wood lathe in the Pattern .\faking Shop. The 
lathe in an example of the modern machinery in 
the two Pattern .\1Iaking Shops. These contain 
machinery that the students specializing in 
Pattern Making will actually use in industry. 
The tools arc also the latest type available. The 
two Pattern .\[aking rShop teachers arc Messrs. 
Fisher and Farr. Pupils specializing in this 
subject arc personally supervised by the teach-
ers and are taught all safety factors, bdorc 
being allo,,·ed to do actual shop work. 
MACHINE SHOP 
PRACTICE-
/\ bo,·e is seen .\l r. X ecly. one 
of our four instructors of Machine 
Shop Practice. He is shown in-
structing a student on the operation 
of a metal lathe. \Ve have four 
machine shops which are equipped 
with some of the most modern metal 
machinery available. Students spe-
cializing in this course are given 
theory and practical work on the 
same standards and methods which 
they would meet in regular indus-
trial shops. Ben•ch work, which 
later prepares you for tool making. 
is also included in the course. Other 
instructors who are teaching 11a-
chine Practice are 1,lessrs. Baird, 
N'eilson, and .\Iurray. 
ELECTRICITY-
In this picture is seen 1Ir. An-
derson, electrical instructor, and 
some of the students who are specia-
lizing in electricity. He is instruct-
ing the students on the use of the 
Osilliescope. This ~nachine is one 
of our recent additions put to use 
for fourth year students. There are 
two e lectrical laboratories in the 
school. one is used for theory and 
the other is for practical work such 
as house wiring. \Ve have in our 
laboratory a skeleton of an actual 
house and it is in this that students 
do the actual jol> of wiring. The 
instructor dealing with the practi-
cal work is 11r. G. P. Smith. 
WELDING-
This picture sho\\'s our welding. instructor. 
.\lr. H. Cowgill, explaining to a group of fourth 
year welding specialists the technique of cut-
ting. \\'e also have an arc welding machine, 
used to teach pupils who specialize in welding. 
The course completely coYers the work of actual 
jobs brought in by students. This enables the 
doing of \\'ork which they will be c~mpellccl 
to do in welding shops in the city. A student 
specializing· in welding is compelled to follow 
strict safety rules dealing with the \\'Ork in 
shops. By this system there is a minimum of 
accidents in this shop. 
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l\lE Rl'I' P IN \Vl NNERS - 19-1-5--1-6 
C Spee. MARY ELLEN HANDYSIDES 
C4-B MARY LANER 
C4-A CYNTHIA LEVERICK 
T4-A JUNE ROSAAS IN 
T4-B LEO DORBECK 
T4-A CLIFFORD ROOT 
CJ-A EVELYN MODOLO 
C3-B SUZANNE DEMERS 
C3-C JOHN NOW ACYNSKI 
CZ- A ANNE PONIC 
CZ-B OLGA DAPSY 
CZ-C MARY CRAGG 
CZ-D WANDA GRAYCE 
Cl -A NADA ALAICA 
Ct-B ESTHER DUTCHUK 
Cl-C HELEN KADMAN 
Cl-D SH I RLEY QUEEN 
Cl -E ANNE TUROK 
TJ-A WM. OLSEN 
TJ·A MARGARET MAJORS 
TJ-B JAMES 
D. I. 'I'. SCJ IOL.\RSl 11 1' 
LEO DORBECK 
GERALD LAVENDER 
VOCATION.\!, C'N l'l'ED 
ROBERT McDONALD 
AT LI LE'l'J C 
ROY BATTAGELLO 
SMITH 
;il.\JO R .. \'" \\"f~)(l•:RS - 19+6 
TOM MARCOCCH IO 




J . BAIA 
W . BASTIANON 
S. TEHONCHUK 
G. L,A VEND ER 
J . WEAR 
E. C HITTARO 
L. NADIN 
T . WATTERSON 
T3-C NELLO DARIO 
TJ-D NICK VEGH 




TZ-A JOSEPH FAITH 
TZ-B ERNEST PARNHAM 
TZ-C S TEVEN LENARTOW-ICZ 
TZ-D NICHOLAS KRIZ 
TZ-E DENNIS LISKA 
TZ-F LEONARD EVES 
TZ-G SAM MARKOV 
TZ-G CONNIE CLARK 
TI-A GLEN McBRIDE 
Tl-B NORMAN BOYLE 
Tl-C ANDRE W DZ UGAN 
TI-D ALE X , HARRIS 
Tl-E RAYMOND LITTLE 
Tl-F EDWARD PECHENIUK 
Tl-G ROBERT SANDS 
Tl-H BRUCE WOOD 
TJ. J JANE BALLANTYNE 
'l'R.\CK .\\V_\ RDS - 1946 
J . LASORDA 
R. BATTAGELLO 




J . SMITH 
S. SABOCAN 
G. CAMERON 
J . PROCTOR 
A. BARABASH 
J . BECIC 
'l'l{.\CK and FI ELD CH. \~LPI O>.JS 
Senior- J . LA SOROA 
Intermediate- W . BYRNE 
F . LASORDA 
Junior- J. BECIC 
J uvenile- C. PANEC 
CROSS COU~'l'RY - 1946 
Senior- W . BYRNE 
Junior- T. T ANY Al 
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Dedicated to Serving 





Complete Office Outfitters 




LAZARE ' S FURS 
493 OUELLETTE A VE. WINDSOR. ONT. 
Phone 3-5852 
The Real Lace & Linen 
Store 
IRISH LINENS 





A Wh• I OFFICE EQUIPMENT • 1t ey PAYROLL METHODS 
Limited PHONE 4-2545 
"ROY AL"-The World's No. 1 Typewriter 
Standard and Portable ~ 
86 Chatham St. West Windsor. Ont. 
SOLD - RENTED - REPAIRED 
CO l\tf PLl,IENTS 
OF 
Western Ontario's Largest Home Furnishers 
Chatham at Ferry Dial 3-4691 
... 
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<9om wiercia l a1eparlmenl 
---By GEORGE F. D0AN 
' 
G. F. DEAN 
The history of education has been one of 
progress. l ts a im has ever been the better-
ment of man . to place within h is reach a fuller 
and r icher life. 'l'h is ultimate objective re-
mams the ~ame to-day. even though the rela-
tively simple education of earlier clays has 
given place to a highly specia lized system. ln 
this modern age, commercial education itself 
co,·ers a wide field, combining t he ultilitarian 
with the cultural. 
Growth of Commercial Education .. 
In Windsor-
From a small beginning with an enrolment 
of sixty students, commercial classes expanded 
under the leadership of ;1"-r. E. C. SRIGLEY 
(the former commercial director of this school) 
until there were nine hundred commercial stu-
dents at the time of his retirement in 1937. 
Courses Offered-
The courses in this department extend 
0,·cr a four year period, and graduates are 
awarded the Ontario Secondary School Gradua-
tion Diploma. These studies are planned to 
provide a good general education in the High 
School subjects of English, social studies, health, 
elementary science and mathematics, with a 
thorough training in the special commercial 
su bjects of penmanship, typewriting·, bookkeep-
ing. office practice and stenography. Graduates 
of the Secretarial Course readily find positions 
as stenographers, typists and general office as-
sistants. Boys usually take the Accountancy 
option. and graduates are competent to fill vari-
ous office positions, particularly those invol"ing 
a knowledge of auditing and accountancy. 
Business Machines-
This year we made a further ad\'ance by 
equipping a special room for more extensi,·L 
training in the use of business machines. such 
as the Ediphone, E lectromatic typewriter and 
1[archant Calculator. which are used in all 
lllOdrrn office~. This training is in\'aluable to 
those studenh taking- the Clerical Course. and 
should fit the111 for numerous office position~ 
as general clerical a,sistants. 
Special One-Year Commercial 
Course-
This course is open to boys and girls who 
have successfully completed at least three years 
of the General High $chool Course. The studies 
are designed to gi,·e students an intensive com-
mercial training in shorthand. bookkeeping. 
commercial law. office practice. typewriting. 
penman:,hip. correspondence. spelling and com-
mercial arithmetic. Graduates are awarded the 
Ontario Secondary School Graduation Diploma 
- Commercial Special. 
Part-Time Employment-
Recently. se,·eral firms han~ employed our 
senior students on a half-day basis. \\'hen these 
students graduate. they will become permanent 
employees. This practice enables the student-
employees to become familiar with the office 
routine. and also gives the employers an op-
portunity to measure the a!>il:ty and skill of the 
students. The combination of theory and prac-
tical experience has many a<lYantages for both 
employers and students. and we hope that other 
firm, will follow this co-operatiYe plan. 
Year Book-
Our hearty congratulation:, to :\lr. ~cbon 
and his ,·cry capable Tower's Staff for the fine 
job they ha,·e done. The expenditure of your 
timl.' and effort has not hcen in \'ain. for vou 
have learned many valuable lessons - - accuracy. 
careful planning. sale~manship and the spirit of 
co-operation. To you boys and girh, who work-
ed and planned together. the Year Book marks 
a milestone of progress in your school life. 
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(1 e j)(L rf 111 e II I 
-By \\',\'.',;'D.\ GR.\ YCE, C3-A 
The Commercial Cour,e at \\'. 
D. I.owe Vocational School, which 
i, open to all boys and girl,, who 
ha'"e succe"fully completed public 
,d1ool. extends m·er a four year 
pcr:ocl. That i,, the minute you 
walk into the Commercial Depart-
ment at dear old Lowe. you begin 
to ,tudy ,u·,jects which arc direct!) 
related to the liktimc careL·r you 
ha,·e decided to follow. But that's 
not all. You arc al~o pro,·idcd with 
a good general education in the 
rq~ular hig-h scho.)I ,ubjccts. namely 
Frcnch. Science. I listory. Geogra-
phy. and I lealth. 
lltu,trated al the left an: 
,hm,n a frw oi till· machine, u,ed 
in that all- important ,ubjcct-ofiicc 
practice. 1 n the top picture. Loi, 
Turnbull i, ,ho,,n \\'Orking 011 a 
comptomt·tcr .. \ftl'r completing the 
Fourth form she ,, ill be skilful in 
the operation of thi, machine. 
The centre picture sho,,, \\"in-
11ifred Leal and Lilly Kushner oper-
ating the school "' itch hoard. :\11 
Commercial studcnb ha,·e an op-
portunit) to learn its operation. 
In the bottom picture. J oycc 
:'\ 0011a11 i, ,ho,,11 u,ing a ~I archan t. 
and Alfred Carter and Ilene \Vig-
g-111" arc work.ng problem, on Bur-
rough·, Calculator,. 
... 
--~ - ~ 
s 
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"All work anc:I no play" woulc:I never make a slogan for the students of our school! 
Here are some pictures that show the social sic:le incluc:ling the Graduates' Party, 
the Rough Ric:lers' Romp, and a group practicing for the operetta. 
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' ' ' ' ' ' l Third Annual Military Ball j 
~ 1946 ~ 
' ' ' ' ' ~ ' ' ,~ ' 
' ' ' ' S Another gala e,·ent was chalked up to the account of the \ 
~ W. D. Lowe Vocational School with the Tlhird Annual Military \ 
~ \ ~ Ball, held in the school gym, :VIay 17, 19+6. Red, white and b lue , 
\ streamers lent a patriotic note to the affai1- as the Grand :March , 
\ started up the centre of the floor. led by the Principal. S. R. \ 
' Ross and Mrs. Ross. \ 
\ ' S The list of patrons for the evcnine: included 1lr. and r..lrs. \ ' ~ ,· , C. H. Montrose. M iss Mary O'Donoghue, Lt.-Col. Wilton \ 
, Steward in command of the 30th Reconnaissance at that time, , 
\ and Mrs. Steward, his wife. Many of the teaching staff were , 
~ present. Among· them were: Miss Nfay Connerty, Miss Estella \ ' ,· \ Cragg, Miss Gertrude Green, Capt. and l\Irs. W. H. Jenni~gs. \ 
\ 1Ir. and Mrs. H . E . Cowgill. Mr. and :Vlrs. Bernard Newman. , 
\ Mr. and Mrs. Clanc,· Fisher. 1Ir. and :Mrs. W. A. l\Ialkin, Mr. \ 
S and l\lrs. J ohn Bair~l. Mr. and 1Irs. T. U. 1 eilson and l\lr. and \ ' ~ \ l\lrs. H. E. Farr. ' 
s ' , Jim Srn1ith, Vocational United President. attended and was ~ 
, squiring Janet Corbin who wore a very smart black and ,Yhite , 
\ creation, and the Yice-President Charles Hitch \Yas also on , 
S hand. accompanied by Ellen 1lorrow in a pink go\\·n with a cor- \ 
~ sage of \\·hite carnations. The Secretary. Angeline U rbanski. ~ 
, was aocornpanied by Gordon Reynolds. Angeline wore a white \ 
\ nylon gown ,,·ith a corsage of red carnations. , 
' ' \ From Patterson Colleg-i,lte came Cadet Capt. Paul Hicks. \ 
\ accompanied by l\liss Paula Zorccky. in a white gown with a \ 
' ' \ corsage of white carnations. , ' ~ l The orchestra \\·as umlcr the direction of Hal Campbell. 
' ' ' \ The ball was enjoyed by e,·cryonc and suitably ended a success- , 
\ fut Cadet year. , 
' s s \ 
~ • .., • .., • .., • .,. • ., • ., • .., • .., • .,.._,. • ., • ..,._,. • ..,. • ., • .,.._,. • .., • .,...,. • .., • ., • ., • .,. • .., • ..,. • ..,. • .., • ..,. • ., • .,. • .,. • .,. • .., • .., • .., • .., •J ~ 
. 
... 
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l n the gaily decorated gym at \\-. D. Lo\\·e \ ·ocat ional School 
on Xo\·cniber 1. 19-1-6. t\\'o hundred a nd fifty couples danced to the 
cl reanl\' music or 1,en Fra\\'lc, ·'s Orchest ra. This successful dance 
was h~lcl in honour of the sch; ol l{ug-by ' l'eam . the " Rough Hiders". 
T he patrons of tl:e e \·ening- \\·ere \ I r. a nd \I rs. S. H. l{ uss. 
l\ liss l\l a ry O ' Do noghue. l\ l r . and l\ l rs . !\. ~1alkin. Mis, 1'1. Connerty. 
and \I r. I I. Farr. 
The 'memhcrs of the l{ugby and Soccer Teams attended the 
dance as g11ests o f the student body. :\mong- those seen at the coke 
har were: nucl \\' est lake and Yirginia Skoyles. ~ ick Belowitz and 
L ucille . \ ubert, n ob Core and . \ . Caisse .. \ ng-clo Sa\·i and C rcta \lac-
Dona ld. \ I cl Briant and Bernice Scibor. 
' ' ' ' ~ 
~ 
' s 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ~ 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' s 
The gym was decorated with red. \\'hi te a nd 
It was a <ra\· ni()'h t and a <>"ood time \\'as had b.,· all. 
blue s tn.:amcrs. ~ 




Vets' Stag Party at W. D. Lowe 
\ December 9, 1946 
- - - lh ~l £L BHl.\~T 
' \ Canad11 has not, as yet, declared an armistice for World War II, but for ex-students 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
'
• of W. D. Lowe Vocational School it was just a memory. All through the war years, 
• teacher and friend, Patrick J. McMannua, toiled long and steady with the help of the \ 
\ staff, to compile an amazing record as any secondary school in the Dominion. \ 
\ A temporary Honour Roll wa- constructed and now hangs in the lobby be:ring some \ 
S 3,075 names of those who wore 'hia Majesties' uniform. The school's Smoke Fund Com- S 
\ mittee waa able to a.end 300,000 cigarettes to enlisted men overseas, and P. O . W.'a. Six , 
\ thoutand dollars was also donated to the Canadian Red Cross. \ 
\ For quite some time, the teaching staff had had the "bug" for a grand finale. This \ 
\ was it; the time they've been waiting for, a stag party for those former students who \ 
\ could display a service button. A community sing-song was in progress as the men ,· 
• adjusted themselves, and a <'ommittce of the male staff made proof positive every one 
\ b.ad all the cigarettes his "T" Tone could stand. Principal S. R. Rosa welcomed the \ 
\ vet~rans aa did George Van Doorne, Alumni president, and Robert Westlake, president \ 
\ of Vocational United, the Students' Council. \ 
\ One minute silence was given for 187 students who still live on in the many scat- \ 
\ tered battlefields over the globe. \ 
\ An exhibition by the gym team followed, which was highlighted by Joe Reitch and \ 
\ Bob Bodnar. Wrestling, a barber shop quartet, accordion solos, comedians and alight of \ 
S hand were a few of the items on the programme. Smoke , laughter, and enjoyment filled ,· 
the gymnasium. ' ~ 
'
• Oodles of door prizes were g iven out, and refreshments were served in the cafeteria. ' 
. ' ~. ., . ., . ., ........ ., ...................... ., ...................... ...... . ...... . ...... . ....... ., ....... . ...... . ....... ................. ..................... ., ............... ., . ., . ., ............... ..,. . ..,. . .,..~ 




CLOTH INC - SHOES 
FOR 







Telephone 4-9231 - 2 
Standard Machine and Tool Co. 
Tools. Dies, Fixtures, Jigs, Gauges, Plan-0-Mill, 
Multiple Heads, Drill Masters. Hole-Wise Grinders, 
Gear Cutting, Heal Treating & S9ecial Machinery. 
870 Ottawa Street Windsor, Onl. 
ABBEY CRAY 
· LIMITED 
649 Ouellette Ave. 
Phone 4-1171 





MFG. CO. LTD. 
• 
Windsor, Ont. 




Phone 3-9874 l SS l Dufferin St. 
Compliments 
of ) 
C. Kilpatrick Mfg. Co. Ltd. 








Requiren1 en ts 
Lumber - Millwork - Wallboards, Etc. 
PHONE 4-3215 
THE TOWERS 
GIRL'S SOPRTS --By 1L\E McDO~ALD 
Thia season in basketball was an exciting 
one for the girls. At the opening game, they 
were defeated by the Patterson Panthers by the 
score of 10-4. The girls, however, were far 
from being discourage:!. 
This was proven when they met the Sand-
wich girls, for they defeated them with a score 
of 19-17. The game was exceptionally close 
all the way. Perhaps the reason they won is 
that on the night of this wonderful triumph, 
the captain of the team, Evelyn Soutar, cele-
brated her birthday. Incidentally, this was the 
first time in two years that the Sandwich team 
taste :I defeat on their own gym floor. 
The next game was somewhat of a let-
down for the girls. They were defeated by the 
Kennedy gir Is. The girls played a good game, 
and d id the: r best, which is the most we can 
expect of anyone. 
These lassies are not to be underrated, 
h owever, for no sooner had they won a victory 
over St. Joseph High School than they walked 
all over the Riverside girls and came up with a 
27- 4 win to their credit. 
Once again', the students of Vocational 
S chool were proud of the "Girls' Basketball 
Team". Wby? Because they swarmed over 
the Walkerville maidens and came out smiling 
with another victory added to their list. The 
final score was a beautiful 17--8. 
During the play-off game against the Ken-
nedy Clippers, l:oth teams received a great many 
B!~k Ro" 
JOYCE B ARNES, 
MARJORY BARNES, 
ANN PAVLECK, 






JULIA P ILLAR, 
ELIZABETH MICSl:'IS'<I, 







fouls, an:l although our own Vocational girls 
a ctually got more baskets than Kennedy, they 
were not counted because of these fouls. It 
was a very close game all the way and the Ken• 
nedy girls finally won by the score of 11- 9. 
A banquet was held in the honour of the 
"Girls' Basketball Team" at the Norton-Palmer 
Hotel, on March 13. All of the team, the score-
keeper and timekeeper were present at the 
dinner. A toast to Miu Layman, thanking her 
for her coaching during the year, was proposed 
by the captain of the team, Evelyn Soutar, in 
which everyone heartily joined. During the 
dinner a telegram was received from Miss Green 
congratulating the girls and wishing them an 
enjoyable evening, which everyone had. 
Not only did the girls prove themselves 
loyal in games against the schools, but they 
found a burst of super-human strength to play 
the so? called men teachers of the school. This 
was an event well worth remembering. 
The girls, who came onto the floor in 
the' r usual lively manner, were followed by a 
number of deformed bodies recognized a s our 
men teachers. (Oh, what a suit can cover up 
on a m an!) 
Soon after the game started the ball was 
nowhere to be Eound. It had disappeared into 
the balcony in an effort to free itself from the 
fallin~ teachers and laughing girls. The all-
star player, Mr. "Torchy" Cowgill tried his har-
dest to control the ball, but with no luck, The 
( Continued on Next Page) 
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On Top- MARY WEIKO, MARY LJSZCZAK. THERESA WOLFE. 
Bilow- MARGARET SCHRAM, MARY JOHNSON. STELLA WENDECK, EVELYN MODOLO. 
"M , ary s Little Lan1.bs" 
) 
When Wednesday night rolls around, the Vocational Girls' Gym T eam , "Mary's 
Little Lambs", go in for their weekly practices. Girls of all shapes, sizes, a nd forms 
come out for these practices to help keep their "girlish" figures. 
There we tumble and do many tricks on the horse. 
We stand on our heads and walk on our hands, 
Do limbers and fish-flops and all kinds of stands, 
We are out at every performance too, 
Wearing our costumes of red and blue. 
Mary Liszczak, our captain, is doing everything she can to help u s for a b iigger and 
better Girls' Gym Team. 
Although we are not as good as the Boys' Gym Team, we do our very best, and our 
motto is: "BOTTOMS UP". 
SPORTS (Co11ti1111ed from Preceding Page) 
bouncing pep of Mr. Fisher kept the girla puzz• 
led. Machine Shop teacher, Mr. Neilson, was 
wasting moat of his energy laughing. Mr. "Sure 
Shot" Harrison, whose eyes wandered slightly, 
proved to be a tough opponent for the pretty 
lassies. 
The outfits the teachers wore were not to 
be scoffed at. For example, Mr. Malkin'• 
"Irish" green trousers, and Mr. G. B. Smith's 
girdle-like sweater. One special sight to be-
ho ld was the expression on Mr. Morrow's face 
as he followed the ball back and forth across 
the floor. He actually took a shot at the bas-
ket too. 
Artificial respiration was in action during 
the last quarter. Mr. Neilson had many acci-
dents. Mr, "Torchy" Cowgill rebounded from the 
floor time and time again. After a long and 
hard battle, the game finally ended. "Torchy" 
brought an oxygen tank to make sure the 
teachers would not go short on air. Yes, yes, 
a game to remember. 
The girls helped the weakened teachers o'-f 
the floor. The audience responded in a hearty 
clap. We all wish to extend congratulations 
and best wishes to the teachers and to the 
Girls' Basketball Team for this c ourageous act. 
They deserve it. 
P.S.- Do you suppose the writer o[ this 
story will pass this year? 
... 
l 
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The Board of Education 
for 
CITY OF WINDSOR 
• 
J. F. TWIGG. B.A .. K.C .. Chairman 
C. W. DAYNES. Vice-Chairman 
E.W. MORRIS 
PERCY P. McCALLUM 
H.D. TAYLOR. B.A .. M.D. 
'~M. G. Brick. D.D.S. 
,:,F. X. Papineau 
... ., .. .,. 
Roman Calholic Separate School Representatives 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN 
"I DO not prn:snd lo know all about the 
matt3r. I am glad however to see that 
a syctEm of labor prevails m New England 
under wh:.ch laborers ca:i strike when they 
want to." 
SIR WILFRED LAURIER 
"H AC I been born on the banks of the 
• Saskatchewan, I would myself have 
shouldered a musket to lighl against lhe 
neglect of governmenls and the shameless 
greed of speculators." 
UNITED AUTOMOBILE, AIRCRAFT AND AGRICULTURAL 
IMPLEMENT WORKERS OF AMERICA (CIC-CCL) 
LOCAL 195 Canadian Regional Office LOCAL 200 
WINDSOR , ONTARIO 
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WE SPECIALIZE IN 
Sports 
Equip111ent 
VAR s ITY SPORTS CENTRE 
10 Sandwich St. E. Phone 2-2391 
"The Right Equipment 
For Every Sport" 







SUMMER BOWLING .... 
531 Ou.:llette Ave. Phone 4.3032 
336 Ouellette Ave. 
COOLED BY REFRIGERATION 
45 PITT ST. E. PH. 3,0073 
All Phone Calls to be made at 
MAIN STORE-531 OUELLETTE AVE. CRESCENT 
Hat Cleani ng and Shoe Repairing While You Wait 
ODORLESS DRY CLEANING 
Not responsible for goods left over 30 days 
WE DYE SATIN SHOES LANES OTTAWA ST. 





CANADA, LIMITED ' 
1 
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BOY'S SPORTS 
Back Row- HUGGARD, BRIANT, CORE, NAGELEISEN, CH ITTARO, PRPICH , FAZEKAS. ~cLEOO, ALESSI, 
URSULAK. 
Centre Row- M R. ROSS, SCHISSLER, BELAWETZ, MAXIM, SAVI, BODNAR, WESTLAKE, NAOIN, HANCRAR, 
CHOOOLA, B ROTH ER, KUPICKI, MR. MURRAY. 
Front Row- H ALL, UKRAINEC, MILKS, LA SOROA, GUNNELL, CALSAVARA, MONTAGUE. EBERHARL). 
e FOOTBALL TEAM, 194 7 
BUD WESTLAKE- Left middle , Captain 1947 
team. All-City for the third time. 
BOB BODNAR-Snap, mention 1947 All-City. 
DON HALL- Inside, mention 1947 All-City. 
BRUCE NAGELEISEN. 
MEL BRIANT-Middle, mention 1947 All-City. 
FR'ANK LA SORDA- End, mention 1947 All-
City. LOUIS CALS1AVARA. 
LOU NADIN- Full back, 1947 All-City. 
ENZO CH ITT ARO- Quarterback. 
CHARLES MAXIM-L. Half. 
BROCK McLEOD-R. Half. 
BOB HEGLER- Flying Wing. 
Alternates: - Ends: JOE PRPICH, JOHN 
FAZEKAS, EUGENE URSULAK; Middles: 
NICK BELOWITZ, DON GUNNELL; In· 
aides: GEORGE BROTHERS, DAVID MON-
- IPrHI 
TAGUE; Snap: CH.AS. MILKS; Quarter· 
back: BILL CORE; Halfbacks: BOB HUG-
GARD, ADOLF UKRAINEC; Flying Wings: 
ANGELO SAVI, ALFRED ALESSI. 
Coach- JOHNNY MURRAY, noted for his 
good coaching, kept the team in high spirits. 
Student Manager- ALEX KUPICKI, was the 
team's fastest runner. 
Spotter- ED TOZE, was the eagle eye. 
--RAY GR.\1\T. T+-ll, Sports E<litur 
e GOLF 
Mr. Augustine took care of the Golf Tour-
nament, and 1ed Lowe to a fine showing among 
the top-flight teams in the competition. It was 
very keen but Vocational bowed to Sandwich 
on totals of 334 to 352. 
Back Row-
MR. ROSS, NO\X'ACZYNSKI, 
HORVATH. 
Front Row-
i'\ACKO, PAPAK. KARPALA, 
MR. AUGUSTINE. 
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Back Row- PI ERRE, FAZEKAS, COWAN, MORRISON, BAUMGARTN ER, PILLAR. 
Fron t Row- MESIASZ, PROCTOR, KOLYVEK, LEMON. SM ITH, MR. HARRISON. 
e BASKETBALL 
The 1946-'47 season was no more succeuful 
than the 1945-'46 season, if one considen only the 
wins and losses column. Meetin1, in nearly eYery 
case, towering - and we do mean towering -
opposition, it was a matter of a good big team 
beating a good small team, But if looked at 
from the standpoint of t hrills and excitement, 






MR. ROSS, PROCTOR, PRPICH, 
SAVI, LASORDA. BALEN, 
MR. MALKIN. 
Front Row-
S\l;IIZO\X'SKI, KATZ, KEARNS, 
BISSETT, BOISMIER. 
e SOCCER 
The Vocational Rough Riders Soccer Team 
g ot off to a good start by walking over Edith 
Cavell (7-1), and clipping the Kennedy Clippen 
( 2-1 ) . Then the Rough Riden slackened!, as 
Walke r ville and Pattenon beat them by 3-0 
scores. 
With the firs t half of their season gone, 
they a.ga in tackled Edith Cavell vict oriously (3-Z). 
upon to keep the spectators on the edge of their 
seats. 
Althoug-h the win column this year showed 
il very small "two" and the loss column a very 
large "five", after each game Vocational'& oppo-
nent, knew they had been up against a basket-
ball team. As long as t'he Rough Riders come 
through with scrappy teams of that calibre, we'll 
be out there in full strength to cheer them on. 
Their rivals, the Walkerville Tartans, again man· 
aged to give them a shaking ( S-3), and the Clip· 
pen took a close game (2-1 ). 
The Rough Riders then battled hard to out· 
play Patteraon (1-0). This put them in the play. 
offs for second place. They played the next 
game in shining style, but lost a close game to the 
Clippers (1-0). With four wins and five losses 
for the seas,on they finished in third place in the 
League. 
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Unconquerable "Champs", Tl-B 
Tl-B had an exceptionally good sea• 
,on in sports activities this year. After 
lo,ing the Hockey to Tl-D, we rallied to 
d feat Tl-C in Basketball 12-11. 
"Baldy~' Chiatoff and "Handsome7' 
D,.ldin "TRIED" in vain to get another 
game, but Big John said, "NO GAME". 
-SCOTTY BISSETT and 
NICK KIADLl.iBfSK\' 
REhlE/\IBER US! WE'R E THE BOYS OF T2·B. 
WE WI N EVERYT H ING, INCLUD ING THE INTER· 
FORM FOOTBALL, BASEBALL, ANO H OCKEY. WE 
CHALLENG ~ ALL COMERS. 
e "CROSS COUNTRY RUN" 
The scheduled four m:ile run took place on 
October 31, 1946. It was a Junior and Se nior 
event which started at the Windsor Collegiate 
Stadium, went out to the Huron Line and back 
to the Stadium. The run was made in good 
time, and the results are as follows: 
T. Tanyai came in first for the Juniors-
time, 20:30 min. Nice running, Tanyai. 
T. Patterson came in second and J. Stone, 
L. Anderson, R. Giroux and S. Sobocan came 
in third, fourth, fifth and sixth respectively. 
The Senior time was twenty minutes even, 
with W . Byrne setting the pace, followed by 
A. Ukrainec, J . Brndjar, D. Price, M. Prin~, 
and A . Whyte in that order. 
-BCLL WErDfNGEk. 
Tl·D HOCK EY "CHAMPS'' 
SWIM T EAM 
e SWIM TEAM 
Even though this school does not have a 
swimming pool, our Swimming T earn, coached 
by Mr. B. Newman, has jutt completed a quite 
successful season. 
The Juinior Swim Team wa, compo,ed of 
Al Harris, C.raham Frater, Kenneth Coon, Larry 
Patterson. 
The Senior Swim T earn was composed of 
Bruce Nageleisen, Mac Dunbar, William Moody, 
James Boyle, Frank Rou, and Cordon Reaume. 
G YM T EAM 
e SCHOOL GYM TEAM 
Mr. B. Newman instructs our school Gym 
Team consisting of the following members: -
Adolphe Ukrainec, Joe Reich, Bob Bodnar, Mike 
Sozonchuk, Marv Johnson, Andy Campbell, Bruce 
Nageleisen, Jim Boyle, Bill Ellis, Bill Barabash, 
Ronnie Harris, Bill Fallow, Cunningham, Harris, 
Holt, Hewson and Fraser. 
During the war years our team has had to 
be content with putting on displays at Bask-,t-
ball g-ame s and the inspection with a few other 
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GYM TEAM IN ACTION 
events, but now that travelling accommodations 
are available, we hope to see them bring home 
some trophiea after once seeing them in action 
we can almost predict that. 
Bac.-k Row-
H UGGARD-D, TOZE.- C, 
TUSON W, WESTLAKE-0, 
ALESSI-S. 
Middle Row-
MR. ROSS, CORE-W' , REICH- W, 
H UMEN IUK- G, GANET- W, 
PALMER- C, PANKE.WICZ- D, 
MR. KNAPP-Coach. 
Front Row-
SKOV-W, BRNOJAR- G, 
YOUNG- \'<', MAXIM- D, 
SCHUCHARO-G, LA BUTE-S. 
e VOCATIONAL HOCKEY TEAM, 1947 
The Vocational team wa1 really a "hot" 
team this year, taking an undefeated season in 
Windsor. They were so "hot" that Chatham 
forfeited their semi-final games which put us in 
the finals. P er'haps it was over-confidence, or 
perhaps fate was against us, but a surprise was 
in store for the Windsor Champs. 
The Lowe Champs lost the W.O.S.S.A. two 
game total point series 11-8, to a powerful Strat• 
ford team. The Rough Riders entertaining Strat• 
ford at W i ndsor in the first game of the series 
suffered a 6-3 set back and were unable to over• 
come a three goal advantage as they bettled the 
Stratford, in the second game at the Stratford 
Arena to a S-S tie. 
Stan "Smoothie" Palmer scored a lone hat 
trick with three goals and one assist for the 
highest score of the night. Walter "Pee Wee" 
Humeniuk, playing one of his best games in goal. 
waa sensational while Billy Core, Glen Skov, and 
Ed "Spit" Toze looked very good. For Strat-
ford, Hurley the Goalie was exceptionally good. 
On the whole, the Lowe Hockey Team was 
sen,l'tional, and showed the public fast and 
thrilling hockey. 
- -RAY GR.\KT, T~-B. Sports Editor. 
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Toni: .. Ko"· l shall go outan de 11joy myself. 
Josie: "What a thing to en joy! .. 
• * • 
Dentist: "Steady now. l haven't touched your 
tooth yet." 
1lary Stefan: .. .'.'\ o. but you're standing on my 
corn." 
••• 
Two [ourth year girb \\·ere discussing a 
mutual acquainta nee: 
'"She has a very magnetic t>crsonality." 
said one girl. 
"She ought to."' replied the other, "every 
stitch she has on ii. charged."" 
• • • 
~tr. ~lorrow on return from avy: "'l)on't you 
think this room is a bit small?" 
Landlord: · That is true. but we can put on 
thinner wallpaper.'" 
• • • 
.\ restaurant sign-
The French Cook : \\' c open ti n~. 
• • • 
Vincent Benctcau: "Latin is easy. wish J"d taken 
it. Look here: It says Forte dux in aro-
Forty ducks in a row. Passus sum jam-
Pass us some jam.'" 
• • * 
We editors may dig and dig. 
Until our fingers arc sore: 
But we'll always have the nut who ::.ays 
'"l\·e heard that one before!" 
• • • 
1st former: '"Yes, Sir.'" 
2nd former : "Yes.·· 
3rd former: "Yeah." 
4th former: ''Uh-huh.'" 
••• 
~fr. Malkin (Testing class): "[ hope 1 don't 
see any of you copynig." 
Dick Chodolo: '"I hope not either!'" 
• • • 
Laugh, and the class laughs with you, 
Go to the office. and you go alone. 
• • * 
.\. Savi: "Evcrytime I kiss you it makes me a 
better man.'" 
Girl of the hour: "'\Veil. ,·ou don't ban• to g·ct 
to heaven in one night." 
• • • 
;11 iss Green to ~f iss Con ncrt\' : 
''Rad:o programs arc niining this school-
every time a pupil answers a question. he 
wants to get paid!'' 
.\ carhop brought a tray to a motorist who 
had stopped for lunch. 
Carhop: "Looks like rain to-day, doesn't 
it:· 
Sasso: " \' cs. but it smells like coff cc.'" 
••• 
Joan: "'\\'hat's your farnritc dish? .. 
;Ill iss Beasley: ",\ clean one." 
• • • 
\\'hen one ll"oman is talking 1t 1s a mono-
logue: tll"o \\"Omen talking is a cat-aloguc. 
•• * 
Olga Bican \\"as debating on the best means 
of dropping her current flame . 
''c\ rc you worried hccausc you think he'll 
tc 11 lies about you? .. asked her friend. 
"It's not the lies. but if he ever tells the 
truth, I'll break his neck!'" 
••• 
Myra: "My hair is coming uut - what shall I 
get to keep it?" 
Jim: ''A paper bag·." 
• •• 
).{r, Nell"man (during first aid examination): 
"All rigJ1t, Crosby, turn in your paper. 
You're cheating." 
Bill Crosbv: ''No I wasn't. Sir.'" 
~{r. Ncwn;an: ·'Yes you were. I saw you count-
ing your ribs." 
* •• 
Mr. Ross. interviewing a new student from a 
local school: ·~And did rou matriculate?" 
Student: "What?., · 
Mr. Ross: "T said. did you matriculate? .. 
Student: •·xo. I smok ed and drank a little. but 
I didn't matriculate." 
• • • 
Cliff Je\\·el: ''I was in a bad way last week. I 
had a terrible heart condition.'" 
Innocent listener: "How did you get over it?" 
Cliff: "Oh, the girl left town:· 
••• 
~[other to daughter .after lecture on the child's 
bad heh a viour: "~ow tell me. where do 
bad little girls ~o? .. 
Barbara "Everywhere!'" 
• * • 
Teacher lecturing student about snobbishness: 
''Remember. we are all of the same mold." 
Ruth Rollett: "Yes. but some arc moldicr than 
others.'" 
••• 
;11 ost famous 11"ords of tongue or pen; 
The car is out of gas again. 
l'a F' gc •ifty-Eight 
CANDID SH --------OTS 
TH · E TO\\' ER S 
9RADUATES of the Class of •47 look to 
their future as Canadian Citizens. They look for the 
opportunity to establish themselves, to take up their 
citizenship in the community. 
Each year many graduates have found in the 
Bell Telephone Company, the job, the career, the 
opportunity which they seek. Interesting work, good 
wages, advancement and congenial associates are just 
some of the reasons why 22,000 Bell Telephone 
employees say: "The Bell is a good place to work.', 


















































TH E TO\\'ERS 
MElllOl"ial 
·· .\ memoria l fo r our sold iers 
Buil t o f a people ':; lo ,·e, 
.\nd blazoned a nd decked a nd panoplied 
vVith t l:c hear ts y e build it of." 
DURHAM, J. W. 
EDNIE. J. 
ELLIOTT, T. 













































































































































ZYWINA, J . 
Let Us Hope Their Sacrifices Have Not Been In Vain 
May They Rest In Peace 
THE TOWERS Page Sixty-One 
1Jn 
ffltmoriam 
William Donald Carson 
--By JOHJ:\ WOLFE, '1'-113-B 
F. 0. WILUAM DONALD CARSON t 
1lr. Don Carson. a former member of the staff of the W. D. 
Lowe Vocational School, was born on December 16. in 1916, at 
Hamilton, Ontario. 
He was killed in active sen·ice during a night raid against 
Essen. Germany. His body "·as reco\·ered from the )Jorth Sea fol-
lowing the raid. 
At the time of his death. 11 r. Carson held the rank of Flying 
Officer and fought ,Yith the Thunder Bird Squadron. 
Mr. Carson \\'as buried on July 18. 19++. at Ostcrbegraabplatz. 
field 68. Amsterdam. Holland. 
We. of the Year Dook staff. and students or the 'vV. D. Lowe 
Vocational School. salute F . 0. Carson. 
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3Jn fflemoriam . .. 
WORLD WAR II 
---l:ly \\' .. \ . ~l.\ l. Kl:\'. c,. R.C .. \ .C. 
WHEN the Windsor Wolkerville Vocational School opened for the fall term- in 
1939, many of the senior students had already deserted its halls and were wearing the 
battle dress of the Essex Scottish or the blues of the R.C.N. and R.C.A.F. In the previous 
week, the German mechanized army had invaded Poland. Britain and France had fulfilled 
their obligation to that unfortunate country and were at war with Germany, whic'h was 
being supported by her Balkan satellites and Russia. The members of the British Com-
monwealth, except Eire, had thrown in their lot on the side of democracy. 
In Canada, recruiting was being conducted on a rather limited basis for the Navy, 
Army, and Air Force. Canada'• industry was starting to change over to war production, 
and the Empire Air Training Scheme was being developed. 
In Europe, Poland was overrun in a few days before any material aid could be given 
to her, The French and British Armies moved into the Ma6 inot Line. During the win-
ter of 1939-40, it was quiet on the Western .t'ronl and ''.t>honey War" was' introduced into 
our reading and thinking. 
In the spring of 1940, the flood broke, The German Blitzkrieg broke throug'h the 
British and French defence, and in a few weeks overran Belgium, Holland, and Northern 
France causing a weak French Government to capitulate. The remnants of the British 
Army, without their heavy equipment and vehicles, withdrew to England. Ever anxious 
to be on the winning side, Mussolini had joined t'he Axis. Britain was left to face Europe 
with only a few miles of sea , the Royal Navy, a desperately small Royal Air Force, a 
small and very poorly equipped Army, but with a population united in a determination 
lo defend every inch of the tight little island. 
The Luftwaffe introduced the Blitz. Day after day and night after night air armadas 
swept over the British Isles, bombing and gunning; but as steadily as they came, as 
steadily the fighters of the R.A.f'. went up to meet them and knocked them out of the 
sky. The grim Britons, under Churchill, fought fires, du,i out the ruins, buried their 
dead attd laboured to build more planes and to re-equip the Army. A few British divi-
sions and the First Canadian Division spread out along the •South Coast while the Home 
Guards were hastily mobilized. Preparations for an Invasion of Britain went on along 
the French, Belgium, and Dutch Coast. The Battle of Britain was a grim, relentless one. 
By the summer of 1941, Hitler apparently despairing of invading Britain turned 
eastward, and attacked Russia. The Russians fought desperately as the enemy drove 
them back and gradually brou&ht the German advance to rest. Britain breathed a little 
easier but kept on working. 
In December, 1!141, the United States, which had been aiding Britain by supplying 
food and tools of war, was treacherously attacked by Japan. The two great Democ· 
racies now faced the Axis in a Globular War. The war in the Pacific went very badly 
for the Allies. The American fleet was crippled at Pearl Harbour and within a week, 
Brit~in lost her greatest warships. Base after base, island after island, including Britain's 
Gibraltar of the East, Singapore, fell to the Japs. In Asia, in Europe, and in Africa, 
the tide was against the Allies. 
However, now American, British and Canadian factories were turning out ships, 
planes, ammunition, guns, tank, and other war supplies in unprecedented number. These 
were being convoyed by the Royal and Canadian Navies to Europe and by the United 
States Navy to the far East. Huge armies, air forces and navies were being recruited, 
equipped and trained. 
By 1943, the tide was turning. The Axis was thrown out of Africa. Britain was 
dotted with air fields from which hundreds of bombers and occasionally a thousand of 
them, swept over Germany and the occupied countries and bombed the industrial areas, 
the railways, the bridges, the highways and the ports. They were escorted by fighters in 
all but the longeat sweepa and the air over Europe was no longer dominated by the 
Luftwaffe. 
The British and Americans overran Sicily and Invaded Italy. The Italians became 
co-beligerents, but the Italian campaign was tough, bloody and long. In 1944, came D-Day 
(Continued on Page 69) 
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Re-Naming of School 
--- By ~l \' l{.\ PL.\ W liCI< l 
ONE OF THE GREATEST EVENTS in tht' history of the school occured on 
Marc h 12, 1947, when the Windsor Walkerville Vocational School was officially renamed 
The W. D. Lowe Vocational High School, in honour of the late Mr. W . D. Lowe, the 
fiut principal. Since Mr, Lowe's death in June, 1945, an oil painting of him has been 
hung in the main lobby of the school. Now the school he loved so well and worked so 
hard to make famous, bears his name. 
The program dedicating the school began with a prayer by Dr. H . M. Paulin. After 
this, the guests, teachers and students sang "All People That On Eart!,, ~o Dwell". Then 
Mr. J. F. Twigg, Chairman of the Board of Education, spoke about Mr. Lowe, knowing 
that t he students would remember him vividly because of his interest in them. 
Alderman Patterson, substituting for Mayor Arthur J. Reaume, spoke on behalf of 
the citizens of Windsor. Mrs. William Ro~e, an ex-pupil of the school, sang "The Lord 
Is My Shepherd" with true feeling. 
Col. E. A. Baker, Toronto, h ead of the C. N. I. B., was then introduced to the audience. 
Because of his blindness, Col. Baker had never seen Mr. Lowe, hut from his voice he 
had known that Mr. Lowe was a great and generous man. 
Mr. L. Wheelton gave the last addreAs. Then the students and guests sang "O God 
Our Help In Ages Past". After the hymn, the chairman, guests, and students filed in 
order into the lobby, where Mr. S. R. Ross, our Principal, unveiled a plaque mounted 
there by the Board of Education, in honour of Mr. Lowe. The school was then officially 
re-named the W. D. Lowe Vocational High School. 
At the close of the ceremony, everyone sang "Onward! Christian Soldien", and the 
students silently marched by the plaque to show their respect. The plaque bears these 
words in Latin-the language Mr. Lowe knew and loved so well-"Eregi Monumentum 
aeri Perennius" - I have reared a monument more lasting than brass. The hundreds of 
ex-students, whose lives have been shaped by Mr. Lowe's precepts and example, are the 
living memorial represented by these classic words. 
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• An Assignment Ill Cuba 
---By KEN L.\ l{AMlE, T-1-D 
The sun was slowly setting as John CaFVer 
returned to his home. He was a huge man with 
a kind but serious face. The Cuba •• sun had 
changed his light brown hair to golden blonde. 
His face was tinted as that of a native resident. 
John's face clearly showed that he was wor-
ried about something. A. ter a hard struggle to 
gain his chosen career, with success almost in 
reach, he had been sent to Cuba on a special 
mission. He had become bitter because of this 
assignment. 
John strode up the walk to his home over· 
looking the beautiful Chaceain river. His Eaith-
ful valet, opening the door, informed him that 
he had guests. A superior looking gentleman in 
a tuxedo lounged in a deep chair near the cor-
ner of the room, while across the room a huge 
man of about two hundred and fifty pounds 
tinkered away at the grand piano. A mean 
looking scar ran from the bridge of his nose 
the futl length of his face. He wore a monicle 
in one eye, and what was left of his hair was 
a steel gray. 
1he man in the tuxedo was the first to 
notice the entrance of John Carver. He atoo::I 
up clicking his heels in a foreign manner, an-
nounced himself. 
"l arn Eric Yon Reichmann. l presume 
you are John Carver." 
John acknowledged the fact, whereupon 
the gentleman continued, "This is my associate, 
Joseph Kirstinn." 
"Well, Gentlemen, this is quite a surprise-
meeting you. Now just what is it that you 
want?" asked Mr. Carver of the Foreign Intel-
ligence Bureau. 
"Mr. Carver, I understand that you are 
here to investigate so-called espionage activities. 
I am here to offer you a few suggestions. The 
Hrst is that you play along with us. The second 
is - weU, it's just too bad if you don't. You 
seem to be a very. nice man and it would be such 
a pity if you were to - shall we say, disappear? 
Good night, Mr. Carver!" 
Afte1• they had left, John Carver went into 
action. He left his house at nine o'clock. He 
climbed into his long black sedan; his first stop 
was at the Cuban military headquarters where 
he paused only long enough to inform the ,com-
missioner that he intended to carry out his plan 
ahead of schedule. He then proceeded to the 
German Embassy, where he went around to the 
back and entered with the help of a skeleton 
key through a door set in the basement. Lock-
ing the door behind him John proceeded with 
caution through the dark, dingy basement. He 
heard the crackle, of a static electricity machine 
that he knew powered a short wave set. He 
stopped then, as it ~eemed to be coming from 
the other aide of the wall; but that was impos-
sible as he was at the edse of the basement 
wall. 
John examined further along the wall and 
discovered that a thin beacon of light was 
coming through a crack in the solid cement 
wall. At this moment be heard a sound familiar 
to his ears, the "dah-dit-dah" of a short wave 
aet. He then knew the purpose of the mysteri-
ous message that had been intercepted by a 
night reconnaisance plane a month ago over the 
Cuban Gulf. Now all he had to do waa find out 
who was at the head of this group of '"azis. 
He was not surprised when a voice behind 'him 
said, "Welcome, Mr. Carver", as he knew it was 
Eric Reichmann. Carver thought fast - he 
turned - swung hard - and landed a beautiful 
blow square on his chin. The big German went 
down in a heap. 
John then started to find the entrance to 
the underground radio set. ,As he leaned against 
the wall a brick gave way, and a huge section of 
the wall slid open. He stepped inside-gun in 
hand, the operator turned !around too Jato. 
Carver's gun struck him squarely on the temple. 
John quickly went to a door i,n the back of 
the room. Opening it, he was · confronted by 
five men gathered around a huge table with a 
group of papers with government seals on tnem. 
He quickly took control of m{ltters. 
He lined the five agents up against the 
wall, removed their guns and tied them up. He 
then went back for the unconscious operator 
and waited. He knew that eventually someone 
would come down;- He was right! It was 
that "two ton wonder", Joseph Kirstinn and a 
small, bald-headed man with thick lips and 
glasses. They entered the small radio room. 
Entering behind them, John slowly said, "Please 
reach for the sky, gents". 
The small man swung fast with a gun 
blazing in his hand. He didn't do any damage 
as a bullet had entered his skull just a split 
second before his gun blazed away at the bare 
wall. When Kirstinn saw this he begged for 
mercy, giving all needed information to John 
Carver. 
Fift6en minutes later, the Cuban police 
force took the agents into custody. The leader 
of the group turned out to be the little radio 
operator with the black mustache; his name 
was "Adolphin Hitlerinsk". After this turn of 
events, Carver was joyously recalled to the 
United States, where he was joined by his for• 
mer members. John Carver, Special Investi-
gator, was now John Carver, Head of the For-
eign Intelligence Bureau. 
A just reward for a deserving man. 
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~t Can't Happen Here or Can It? 
THESE WORDS were spoken many times during the war years. When Nazi 
bombs were being dropped on many countries of Europe, and German armies were 
marching on soil of many lands. No, it didn't happen here, but only because of the 
determination of our peoples in peace loving nations, working side by side turning out 
the materials to quell the enemy. 
But it can happen, now that science has discovered more deadly weapons than 
could ever have been dreamed by man. 
The one great threat to the countries now is not Nazism, but Communism. This 
threat i&, real-not juat a boogy iu ,o, (lli>,ny people would have you believe. This has 
been proven by I. A. Sullivan's exposure of Communist Activities here in Canada, the 
United States, and England. It is lime for the world at large to waken up to this fact 
and stamp it out, we cannot say in its infancy, as they are many in number ir( our unions 
and in our government, wherever they can get a foothold. 
We, the youth of this country whic'h WP love so dearly, must realize that we are 
the men and women of tomorrow and must not sit idly by without making some effort 
to help atop this new threat to the peace of this world. 
We are too young to take an active part in our government, but we are not too 
young to apeak O\lr minds, which thank God we are able to do in all the democratic 
countries, and which we will not be able to do if ruled by a Communistic Government. 
Every youth can do his or her part in the home as well as outside by seeing that 
his parents vote at elections for union members or any organization where votes are 
required. The Communist members are always out in force. 
Go to church and take your parents with you. We are free to worship as we 
please and this we could not do if under Communist Rule. 
Keep your ears open at school meetings, church groups, parties, or wherever youth 
congregates, and speak your mind if one in your midst is speaking against our democratic 
way of life. One voice raised would be as a crying in the wilderneu, but if we youths 
band together to keep our way of life, to worship as we please, freedom of speech and 
the many other things we now enjoy, may yet save our country from those who wish to 
take everything from us. 
Surprised ----By COR.\ .\ THERTON, Cl-,\ 
The girl entered her aunt's house just a s 
the cuckoo-clock struck a quarter to six in the 
evening. There was no answer to her cheery 
"hello". Not a sound in the house but the 
echoes of her own voice! 
Upstairs, in a small sitting-room at the back 
of the house, there was a couch and a shelf of 
good books. >She made her way toward this 
cosy room to await her aunt's home-coming. 
At the top of the stairs she heard a woman 
screaming and calling for help; the girl stood 
s till, frightened to death. 
She then heard a man saying that since the 
woman knew too much, he would have to kill 
her. She could hear the blows as the man 
struck her, with the screaming vibrating in the 
air. Suddenly t'he announcer said the story 
would be continued the next week. 
The young girl was relieved, suddenly rea· 
lizing that the radio had been left on. 
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Honeymoon No Wife 
---lly GEOH.GE 1\VfT 
I awoke one morning to find my doorbell 
ringing very loudly. Being very much perturbed 
by the noise, I wrapped my robe about me and 
hustled off to the door. 
To my great delight there was my goocl 
friend Jonathan Harding. We had gone to 
school together and had always chummed 
a round in our younger days. I had not seen him 
for eight years. 
"Jon", I said, "what are you doing here, I 
thought you were in California". 
"I just came from there, George", Jon re-
plie~ "I'm going to get married tomorrow to 
a New York girl. I came in on the plane this 
morning and I thought I'd drop by and see you". 
"Well, it really is nice to see you, Jon, 
come in and have a cup of coffee". 
I offered him a cigarette and we both had 
a quick cup of coffee. We sat down and dis• 
cussed each other's life for the past years. This 
girl he was going to marry, used to go to school 
with him in college. Jon continued with ex-
periences out in California and how he finally 
came up to be advertising manager of some big 
firm. I didn't catch the name for my mind was 
th:nking of breakfast. 
"Well", Jon said, "how have you been 
making out? From the looks of this apartment, 
I would say fine". 
"Not bad", I answered, "the 'newspaper' is 
payinz fairly well now. Two hundred dollars a 
week is nothing to sneeze at". 
"I guess not", he replied. 
"Well, 1 guess I'll be going", he continued, 
"I have to meet Irene at some beauty salon on 
Park Avenue". 
'lr,ene', I guessed, was his fiance. 
We rose, and I thanked him for calling , 
and said I'd be seeing him shortly. As he left 
he said I'd receive an invitation to his wedding. 
I said that I wou,ld be delighted. After he had 
gone, I dressed and went downstairs for my 
breakfast. 
Jon was married a few days following, and 
to a very lovely girl if I do say so. The two 
were off on their honeymoon the next day. 
"Well", I said to myself, "there goes an• 
other bachelor out of our world". 
I didn't give the matter of Jon's marriage 
another thought until ,I received a telegram, 
but I wondered why in the world he needed me 
in Niagara Falls. 
As I stepped from the plane in Niagara 
Falls, I was greeted by Jon. 
"Jon, why in heaven's name do you need 
me?" I asked. 
"Never mind now, I'll itell you everything 
as we drive to the hotel", he replied. 
We got into a car and Jon started to ex· 
plain why he called me down here. 
"Irene has disappeared", Jon remarked, 
quite calmly. "Last night about six, I left the 
hotel room and went downstairs for a New 
York paper. Irene seemed gloomy and depres-
sed and seemed worried about somethinJ. I 
stayed downstairs for about half an hour and, 
when I returned, Irene was gone. She left no 
letter or note to explain her disappearance". 
"It is quite peculiar", I replied, "but maybe 
she got homesick and went back to h 2r mother". 
"Irene couldn't have done that, because 
I've phoned her mother and all her friends, and 
they haven't seen her". 
"Did you two have an argument or any 
misunderstanding that would explain this?" 
"No! Nothing whatever. Wait a minute, 
she did receive a phone call about ten minutes 
before I left; but that didn't seem to bother 
her", replied Jon. 
"Well, it might hav,e had something to do 
with it, but maybe she went out for a few min-
utes and she might have met with an accident. 
Have you checked the hospitals ~" I asked. 
"Yes, it seems I've covered everything there 
is to cover". 
"Did she take any clothes with her?" I 
questioned. 
He said that she only took her hat and 
coat and that he thought the whole business 
was crazy. 
"Obviously then", I said, "Irene thought 
she was going out for a few minutes, probably 
to some store for some arti-cle". 
"Yes, that seems probable, doesn't it", he 
replied. 
"Jon, I 'll leave you now to get something 
to eat for yourself, while I check up on a few 
things. 
"Fine", Jon answered, "I haven't had any• 
thing to eat since yesterday". 
l left Jon and went downstairs. On my 
way down I described Irene to the elevator boy 
and asked him if he had seen her. The elevator 
boy said she had checked into the hotel with 
her husband a few days ago. He had taken her 
up to and from her room a number of times, 
and the last time 'he had seen her was last night 
at six fifteen. Well, I thouglht I was doing fine, 
at least l discovered the time at which she left 
her room. I thanked the boy for his informa-
tion and handed him a dollar for his services. 
In the hotel lobby now, I went over to the 
switch-board operator and asked her if she 
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could remember a telephone call about five-
fifty in the afternoon to room 3171 which waa 
Jon's room. I didn't have much hope that she 
would remember, but I had to check everything. 
To my great surprise the g·irl answered, "Yes, I 
do, I remember that call particularly. A man 
ea.hie up to me-he was quite good looking-and 
as:,\ed me what room was Jonathan Harding'•· 
I told him the number and then he went over 
to the pay phone and rang the hotel number and 
asked to speak to room 317. I thought it was 
peculiar because he could have gone up to the 
room in less time than it took him to phone". 
I then asked her for a description of the 
man. She couldn't give me a very good des-
cription but it was fair, since she only had a 
quick look at him. I thanked her and was on 
my way acrou the lobby to see the bell boys. 
They were standing over in a corner in a 
group. I was very happy, and the way things 
were happening, I thonght we would have this 
problem, solved shortly. Apparently, Irene re• 
ceived a phone call from a man, and she probab-
ly came down and met 'him, and either they went 
off to5ether or the man forced her to do so. 
It was only my guess, but I had to check with 
the bell boys. 
The first two remembered seeing her 
around the 'hotel but they never bother with 
women much because they don't tip heavily, so 
they said. The third bell boy remembered her, 
by my description, and aai.d she was tal king in 
a very hig'h voice lo a man he had never seen 
before. That was all he could tell me. The 
fourth boy told me he remtembered the two ar· 
guing as they went out the door and got into 
a cab. 
"Was it a cab that services t'his hotel?" 
I asked. 
"Yes", he replied, "as there are only four, 
it would not be hard to lind if you're looking 
for it". 
By luck, the cab which took Irene and h,er 
friend to their destination, was outside. My 
questioning of the cabby didn't get me very far, 
for he wouldn't talk. After I gave him a five 
dollar bill he told everything. He remembered 
the two by their arguing with each other. He 
took them to a hotel about a mile away, the 
Palm Arms. 
I asked him to drive me there and on the 
way he told me of their argument. He said lhe 
only caught a few phrases but they were ar• 
guing about money. The cabby said the man 
wanted money from the girl. She refused, and 
he said that he would tell the girl's husband 
about a little incident unfavourable to the girl. 
That was all the cabby knew, but that was 
enough.. We were at the hotel by the time he 
had finished his story. I thanked him again 
and I got out of the cab and went into the 
hotel. 
Now, I wa, stuck. As I didn't have a very 
good description of the man, how was I to be 
sure who was the right man whom I wanted to 
see. I went up to the desk-clerk and flashed 
a phony badge, which I had won at a track 
meet in my younger days, and told him I was 
a detective. I told the clerk I wanted to know 
if a certain man lived here. I gave him a brief 
description. He said that there was a man here 
by the name of Mr. Barkley in room 728. I 
thanked him,. 
I arrived at the room in a few minutes, 
but on the way I asked the elevator boy if he 
had ever seen Mr. Barkley with a certain young 
lady, Irene to be exact. He said he had, but 
only once; this was the day before-about six-
thirty, when they entered the hotel together 
and when she left alone at about six-fifty-five. 
Well, 1 thought, as I was about to knock 
at the door, Mr. Barkley seems lo have had 
something to do with lrene's disappearance. 
Barkley opened the door, and the des• 
cription of him was very fitting. I asked if I 
could come in lo see him for a few minutes. 
I said I was an inquiring reporter. Once I got 
into the apartment I sat down and made myself 
at home. Barkley sat down across from me as 
I started my barrage of questions. 
"What do you know about a young lady 
called Irene Young?" I asked him. 
He looked at me in astonishment, and 
didn't aay anything. 
"Alright", I said, "let's tell everything we 
know about her. I know you met her last night 
at six-fifteen, and brought her here to your 
apartment, and that you were probably black-
mailing her. I'll tell you something else, too, 
Mrs. Harding is missing, and if anything hap· 
pened to her you are in a pretty bad spot to 
be accused as her abductor". 
"I admit that I met her and brought her up 
here", he replied, "but all I wanted was money 
to keep me quiet about her past. You see, two 
years ago she had an affair with a married man. 
The newspapers never got news of the affair". 
"But", he continued, "she left here about 
half an hour later". 
"That's right", I replied, "but did she tell 
you where she was going?" 
"No! I asked her for money but 11he re· 
fused to give me any. She said she wanted 
that past affair closed for she was happy now 
and wanted to forget about it. She left in a 
hurry and said she had to go to the garage to 
get the car which ahe had been getting repaired. 
This was something new to me. Jon hadn't 
mentioned about the car being repaired. But I 
guess it wasn't necessary if he got the car him-
self. But if Irene brought the car home, this 
had a different light on the subject. I put this 
thought out of my mind as an impossibility. 
I excusaed myself for rushing in this way 
and thanked him for his help. I told him not 
to leave town, fo11 he was still very much invol-
ved in this mystery. He said he had nothing 
to hide about himself. This was fine. 
I returned to Jon's room to await for his 
arrival. I had a few things to ask 1.im about 
Irene. As Jon was not there, 1 thought it would 
be best if I waited for him. While sitting there, 
the telephone rang. The man introduced himself 
as a Mr. Wilson and said that he wished to 
speak to Mr. J. Harding. I told him that Jon 
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wasn't in now, but if he would phone later he 
would catc'h him in. 
"Well, y,ou see, it's very urgent that I 
talk to him", Wilson said, "I have business to 
close and must talk to him at once. I have only 
a few hours left in hown. I phoned Mr. Har-
ding last nig'ht but he wasn't in, if you'll tell 
him to call this number when he comes in, he 
can reach me here". 
I took the number of his telephone and 
was just about to hang up, when the remark, ' ·I 
phoned him last n ight, but he wasn't in", echoed 
in my ears. 
I then asked Mr. Wilson very abruptly, 
"Could you please tell me at what time you ca1-
led ?" 
"Oh, I'd say about seven thirty", he re;,lied. 
"Why, is anything wrong?" 
"No, not at all,-and thank you very much", 
l replied, "I'll have Mr. Harding phone you as 
soon as he comes in". 
I put the phone down and began to won-
der it Jon really had anything to do with Irene', 
disappearance. I then headed for the garage. 
A man was in the office smoking a larg~ 
cigar-he was half asleep. As I o;,ened the 
door, the man jumped up, very startled. 
"Please excuse me for bothering you, but 
has anyone called for Mr. Harding's automo-
bile ?" I aaked. 
"Why yes", he replied, "last night, to be 
exact". 
"Could you please tell me if Mr. Harding 
called for the car, personally". 
"No, not exactly-his wife called for it, but 
she remarked she was supposed to pick him up 
ouhide lhe garage", the man replied. 
"Did you see Mrs. Harding pick up her 
husband outside", I asked. 
"Why all the questions", he asked, "did 
someone get murdered?" 
"Not exactly", I replied, "but there might 
have been. Now tell me, did you see Mr. Har• 
ding get into the car?" 
"Yes, I guen he did", he answered, "he got 
in the car just as Mrs. Harding pulled away 
from the sidewalk. 
At this adm.ission from the garageman, Jon 
could be put in jail for murder on circumstan· 
cial evidence, if we could find lrene's body. 
I left the garage in a hurry and hopped 
into a cab and sped over to the city morgue. 
As I entered the morgue, I asked! the attendant 
if there was an unidentified corpse in here. 
The attendant said that there was only one 
woman that was unidentified and that I could 
look at her if l wanted to. 
"I would like to see her very much, if you 
don't mind", l replied. 
"Okay", he answered, "it's up to you" 
I looked at the woman, but it was not 
Irene, it was a much older woman: she was 
about forty-five or so. 
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This was odd; everything added up against 
Jon in lrene's disappearance; except that there 
was no Irene - alive or dead. The only thing 
left was that Jon had hid lrene's body some-
place. But I still couldn't tind a reason for Jon 
to kill Irene. 
I decided to go back to Jon and throw all 
the facts in his lap and let him try to squirm 
out of the noose that was hanging over his neck. 
l shll didn't believe that Jon 'had killed his wite, 
but justice had to be done. 
I was back .at Jon's apartment in fifteen 
minutes. He let me in, but said nothmg. He 
had a sly smile on the edge of his lips, as ic 
he were trying to hide something. 
"Jon", I said, "I am going right into the 
thick of this''. " I'm afraic1 you re going to have 
a shock, when I accuse you of the murder oi 
your wife". 
"It certainly does, George", Jon replied, 
"but would you please explain all the tacts to 
me, before 1 make any statement". 
I told Jon everything, and that if it wasn't 
for the fact that there was no body h e would 
be in prison now, with an open-and-shut court 
hearinJ. l said I was sorry, but that' s the way 
it looked, and { couldn't do anything about it. 
"Now wait a minute, George", Jon said, 
"shall we have a cup of coffee before we con-
tinue with this '!" 
On this cue, guess who walked in? You 
probably guessed .it - - Irene! :::ihe had been 
waiting in the the kitchen for this cue. 
I really did need a drink, now. 
Jon burst into laughter, fr,,om the look on 
my face. I guess I must have looked stunned. 
Suddenly it dawned on me that this was 
all a joke; there had never been a murder. No 
body would ever leave so many clues. I remem-
bered now that Jlon was the biggest practical 
joker in our whole school. 
"I'm sorry to make you feel this way, 
George", Jon said, "I can ju1t imagine how you 
feel". 
"We heard so much of your technique in 
crime reporting, we thought we would test you 
out in our own way, just to see how good you 
really are", remarked Irene. 
"And you did a very good job too, George, 
don't think you didn't", Jon said. 
While Irene .and Jon were talking I didn't 
pay much attention to them for I was still too 
dumbfounded with the outcome of this whole 
affair. 
"Do you mind if I have that cup of coffee 
now?" 
"Sure", said Irene, "you may have as many 
as you want". 
After this little episode I have decided not 
to interfere in any cases which have to do with 
my friends, especially, those who are like Jona-
than Harding and his wife. 
j 
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Centennial Winter 
---By ~l\'RA PLA\VUCKl 
The first telegraph line was opened on De· 
cember 19, 1846, between Toronto and Hamilton. 
The mayors of Toronto and Hamilton exchan;ed 
greetings and the public was given free service 
during the day. 
Telegraphy was somewhat a curiosity, but 
with the coming of the railways in the 1850's 
the practical value of the telegraph became 
firmly established. By the time the Great Wes • 
tern Railway came to the Detroit River front in 
1854, Detroit was in touch by telegraph with the 
important centres in the Eastern United States 
and Canada. 
3ln .ffltmortam 
(Continued from Page (>2) 
when, in the greatest combined operation in 
history, the Allied Army landed in Normandy, 
and stayed there. After strenuous fighting 
France, BelJium and Holland were liberated, 
the Rhine crossed, and by the early summer of 
1945 the Germans had had too much. 
In the meantime American, British, Indian, 
Austral:an and New Zealand troops were fight-
ing and winning in the Pacific. As greater for-
ces gathered, the atomic bomb was introduced 
and suddenly Japan collapsed. 
Through the War, The School played its 
part. Tech students flew with the gallant few 
in the Battle of Britain, kept the planes flying, 
fought the U-boat packs to get the convoys 
through to Britain and Russia, landed and died 
at Dieppe or lingered in prison camps. They 
swept the mines, knocked out the coast defen· 
cea and landed the invas:on fleeb; they faced 
HOWELL & KNOWLTON 
JEWELLERS 
• 
131 Ouellette Ave. Windsor 
__, 
Early in the days of telegraphy, Windsor 
was also served with the telegraph. One of the 
early telegraphers in Windsor was Mr. George 
E. Copeland who .also became a prominent 
Windsor book store proprietor. His widow, 
Mrs. Mary Morrison Copeland, now in lher 90's, 
lives at 2284 Victoria Avenue, Windsor. 
On Thursday, December 19, 1946, in the 
W. D. Lowe Vocational School, Windsor, Dr. 
Neil F. Morrison and his geo;:raphy classes 
commemorated this anniversary by studying the 
topic "Canadian Telegraphy". Incidentally, Dr. 
Morrison also writes for the Windsor Daily 
Star every Saturday. 
the flak and fighters to knock out industrial 
Germany; they broke the West Wall and fought 
through the mud and dust of Sicily, Italy, France 
and Holland into Ger~any. 
They served and died that democracy and 
all that it means might live; that we may at-
tend the Synagogue, Central United or Sacred 
Heart Church, the Salvation Army Citadel or 
the Free M e thodist Mission; that we may be· 
long to the C.1.0., the A.F. of L., the Masonic 
Lodge, the Rotary Club, the Boy Scouts, the 
Knights of Columbu:s or the A.K.O. Fraternity; 
that the motto of our famous police shall remain 
'·Defend the Right"; that the concentration 
camp with its whip and starvation shall remain 
something we read about; that Habeas Corpus 
and Trial by Judge shall remain our birthright; 
that we may take our soap box to Lanspeary 
Park an:I e xplain to anyone who will listen, what 
is wrong with the Government of Mr. King, Mr. 
Drew or Mr. Reaume; that on election day all 
persons of legal age may in the secrecy of the 
pollin,I' l:ooth mark their ballot to determine 
who will represent us in Toronto or Ottawa. 
They did their BEST: can WE do LESS? 
"JLplr~" Campus Shop 
LYLE MOL YNEAU. Prop. 
MEN'S FURNISHINGS 
LADIES' SUITS AND TOPCOATS 
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,\'here You Can Enjoy Finer Food~ 
Phone 2-1371 
WINDSOR 
546 OUELLETTE AVE. 
near tunnel panenqer exit 
Comp~fments Master 
CLEANERS 
MASTERS OF THE ART Of 
FINE DRY CLEANING 
Phone 3-3909 1081 Ottawa St. 
Compliments of 
ROYAL BAKERY 
We Specialize in Wedding and 
Birthday Cakes 
CITY WIDE DELIVERY 
PHONE 3-6431 1051 DROUILLARD 
TIIADlt MARK 1111:GISTltllltD 
CENTRAL HARDWARE 
Paints, Oils. Kitchen Utensils 
General Hardware 
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ACROSS CANADA and in many parts of the world, 
Windsor is known as the home of Ford of Canada•, 
head olice and plant. a large and important factor in 
Canada's trade. In and aroand Windsor, ford has a 
particular imponaace for young people planning 
·Since its small begiDDings in 190 .. , ford of Canada 
has dr~wn upon the classrooms in the Windsor area 
for suny hundreds of its employees. Within its ez• 
pami•e plants are co be found promising, useful futures 
to sadsfJ a wide YUiecy of ambidons and abilities. 
Skilled mechanics. olice workers, upholsterers. elec-
tridans. designers. mechanical engineers-each aq 
essential vocation ia che automotive indusuy. 
Doubtless many of JOU will find, u have hundreds of 
olhers before you, opportuDides and Illtmes wich ford 
ofCaoadL 
FOID MOTOI COMPANY 
OF CANADA, LIMITED 
------- ------------
